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Abstract
We reconstruct the neutrino mass matrix in the flavor basis, using all available
experimental data on neutrino oscillations. Majorana nature of neutrinos, normal
mass hierarchy (ordering) and validity of the LMA MSW solution of the solar neu-
trino problem are assumed. We study dependences of the mass matrix elements,
mαβ, on the CP violating Dirac, δ, and Majorana, ρ, σ, phases, for different values
of the mixing angle θ13 and of the absolute mass scale, m1. The contours of constant
mass in the ρ− σ plane have been constructed for all mαβ . These ρ− σ plots allow
to systematically scan all possible structures of the mass matrix. We identify regions
of parameters in which the matrix has (i) a structure with the dominant µτ -block,
(ii) various hierarchical structures, (iii) flavor alignment, (iv) structures with special
ordering or equalities of elements, (v) the democratic form. In certain cases the
matrix can be parameterized by powers of a unique expansion (ordering) parameter
λ ≈ 0.2−0.3 (λord ≈ 0.6−0.7). Perspectives to further restrict the structure of mass
matrix in future experiments, in particular in the ββ0ν -decay searches, are discussed.
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1 Introduction
Significant amount of information about neutrino masses and mixing has already been ob-
tained from experiments on the atmospheric [1] and solar neutrinos [2, 3], from laboratory
experiments, in particular the reactor experiments [4] and neutrinoless double beta decay
searches [5], from astrophysics and cosmology. New substantial results are expected soon.
What are implications of these results for the fundamental theory, for the mechanism
of neutrino mass generation, origin of large lepton mixing, relation between the quark
and the lepton masses? The neutrino masses and mixing appear from diagonalization of
the neutrino mass matrix. In a sense, the mass matrix unifies the information which is
contained in the masses and mixing angles (which appear as independent physical observ-
ables). So, the questions we are asking should be considered in terms of properties of the
mass matrix.
It is expected that the structure of the mass matrix can be explained by certain (broken)
symmetry realized in certain basis at some high mass scale [6]. We will call this basis the
symmetry basis. Thus, to approach the fundamental theory, one should find the mass
matrix in the symmetry basis and at the corresponding symmetry scale. Both abelian
(e.g., [7, 8]) and non abelian (e.g., [9]) symmetries, broken (spontaneously) at the various
symmetry scales, have been widely considered (see also the reviews [10, 11]). Also, the
possibilities have been studied to identify the flavor symmetry scale with other known
scales in the theory like the Grand Unification scale or the string scale.
The first step to the fundamental theory is the reconstruction of the matrix in the
flavor basis using all available experimental data. The flavor basis, formed by νe, νµ, ντ , is
determined as the basis in which the mass matrix of charge leptons is diagonal. However,
the symmetry basis may not coincide with the flavor basis, while the structure of the mass
matrix depends on the basis substantially. Furthermore, using the existing experimental
information we can reconstruct the mass matrix at the low (electroweak) scale. The scale
at which possible flavor symmetry is realized (broken) is unknown. So, the bottom-up
approach would consist of determination of the structure of the mass matrix at low scale,
selection of the appropriate symmetry basis and selection of the correct symmetry scale.
This picture should be taken with some caution: a priory it is not clear whether certain
symmetry is behind properties of the mass matrix. This should be established by studying
possible regularities of the mass matrix.
There is a number of attempts to reconstruct neutrino mass matrix in the flavor basis
using the available experimental results [12, 13, 14]. Most of the studies have been per-
formed in the context of three Majorana neutrinos and the data on atmospheric and solar
neutrinos as well as from the CHOOZ reactor experiment [1, 2, 3, 4] have been used as an
input. Clearly this information is not enough to reconstruct the mass matrix completely.
Apart from the oscillation parameters (mass squared differences and mixing angles), the
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mass matrix depends on non-oscillation parameters: the absolute mass scale, m1, and the
CP violating Majorana phases. Furthermore, even not all the oscillation parameters are
known. In particular, there is only an upper bound on the mixing angle θ13 and there
is no information about the value of the Dirac phase δ. Also the type of mass hierarchy
(ordering) of the states is unknown.
The studies performed so far were concentrated, mainly, on identification of the dom-
inant structures of the mass matrix and possible zeros of certain matrix elements. It was
realized that in the case of spectrum with normal mass hierarchy, m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3, the
mass matrix has structure with the dominant µτ -block, formed byMµµ,Mµτ ,Mττ elements,
and small elements of the e−row (Mee,Meµ,Meτ ) [13, 15]. In the case of inverted mass
hierarchy, the dominant structure can be formed by elements of the e−row: Meµ and Meτ
[8, 12]. These structures may be related to an underlying Le − Lµ − Lτ symmetry.
In the case of degenerate mass spectrum new dominant structures appear depending
on the CP-parities of the mass eigenstates (see, e.g., [8, 12, 16]). In particular, it has
been found that the diagonal elements, being equal to each other, can form the dominant
structure for equal CP-parities of all three neutrinos. Another interesting possibility is the
dominant structure formed by the ee−, µτ− and τµ−elements (moreover, |Mee| ≈ |Mµτ |),
which could imply, e.g., SO(3) flavor symmetry or U(1) symmetry, with charge prescription
(0, 1,−1) and an additional permutation symmetry. Recently, the possibility that some
matrix elements equal exactly zero has been considered [17].
It was shown that experimental data can be explained in models with universal Yukawa
couplings [18], which lead to “democratic” mass matrices with all mass matrix elements
having the same modulus but different phases.
Completely different approach is based on “Anarchy” of the mass matrix [19]. It has
been proposed that the elements of the mass matrix appear as random numbers from
certain interval and there is no special structure of the mass matrix dictated by certain
symmetry. It was estimated how frequently neutrino oscillation data can be reproduced
in this way. Random values of the complex phases of the mass matrix elements Mαβ have
also been considered [13].
It was realized that the structure of the mass matrix depends strongly on the unknown
CP violating phases, especially in the case of degenerate spectrum. In general, in the
system of three Majorana neutrinos there are three CP violating phases: the Dirac phase,
δ, the unique phase in the mixing matrix relevant for oscillations, and two Majorana phases,
which are relative phases of the three mass eigenstates.
In most of previous studies, the CP violating phases were neglected and CP-parities
have been discussed mainly (see, however, [17] and also [20], where the role of phases in
the generation of large solar mixing is considered).
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In this paper we perform a systematic and comprehensive study of dependence of the
neutrino mass matrix structure on the CP violating phases. We concentrate on the first
step in the “bottom - up” approach: reconstruction of the mass matrix in the flavor basis.
A short discussion of basis dependence (which deserves a separate study) will be presented
in sect. 6.7. We suggest a way to analyze all possible structures of the mass matrix which
are allowed by experimental data.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe our approach and summarize
physical inputs from neutrino oscillation experiments. In sections 3 and 4, we study the
dependence of the mass matrix elements on CP violating phases. We consider spectra with
mass hierarchy (section 3.1), partial degeneracy (section 4.2) and complete degeneracy
(section 4.3). In section 5 we introduce and describe the (ρ − σ) plots. In section 6 we
consider implications of CP violating phases for the structure of the mass matrix. In
section 7 we discuss our result and draw conclusions.
2 Reconstructing ν mass matrix
The reconstruction of the mass matrix in the flavor basis is the first step of the bottom-up
approach. The next step – selection of the symmetry basis – requires additional assump-
tions and therefore is more ambiguous. We will shortly discuss this issue in section 6.7.
However, already in the flavor basis one can
- search for regularities in the mass matrix,
- study correlations of different matrix elements,
- study correlations between the neutrino mass matrix and charged lepton masses, that
is study of possible flavor alignment.
The flavor basis is convenient for searches of symmetries associated with the lepton
numbers Le, Lµ, Lτ . Last but not least, it is not excluded that flavor basis is not much
different from the symmetry basis.
2.1 Mass matrix in flavor basis. Parameterization
The neutrino mass matrix in flavor basis, M , can be written as
M = U∗MdiagU † , (1)
where
Mdiag ≡ Diag(m1e−2iρ, m2, m3e−2iσ) . (2)
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Here mi are the moduli of neutrino mass eigenvalues and ρ and σ are the two CP violating
Majorana phases, varying between 0 and π. The neutrino mixing matrix U is defined by
ναL = UαiνiL , α = e, µ, τ , i = 1, 2, 3 ,
where να are the flavor neutrino states, and νi are the mass eigenstates. We use the
standard parameterization for U :
U =

 c13c12 s12c13 s13e−iδ−s12c23 − s23s13c12eiδ c23c12 − s23s13s12eiδ s23c13
s23s12 − s13c23c12eiδ −s23c12 − s13s12c23eiδ c23c13

 , (3)
where cij ≡ cos θij , sij ≡ sin θij and δ is the CP violating Dirac phase. The mixing angles
vary between 0 and π/2 and δ varies between 0 and 2π.
The matrix M is symmetric and, therefore, defined by six elements1. According to
Eqs.(1,2), they can be written explicitly as
Mαβ = (U
∗
α1U
∗
β1) m1e
−2iρ + (U∗α2U
∗
β2) m2 + (U
∗
α3U
∗
β3) m3e
−2iσ , α, β = e, µ, τ . (4)
The expression for Mαβ , in terms of mi, θij, δ, ρ, σ, is given in the appendix.
The mass matrix elements, as functions of CP violating phases, depend on the param-
eterization. Our choice of parameterization has the following motivations.
In contrast to previous works, e.g. [16, 35], we ascribe the Majorana phases to the
first and the third mass eigenstates (2), so that in the limit of strong mass hierarchy
the dependence on the phase ρ disappears. Furthermore, in the limit of degeneracy the
interplay of the two Majorana phases (due to mixing) is weaker if σ is attached to the
third mass eigenstate.
We use the standard parameterization (Eq.(3)) of the mixing matrix for two reasons:
(1) it is the most often used parameterization, in particular in studies of the CP violation
in neutrino oscillations; (2) the Dirac phase is associated to s13. So, the influence of δ on
structure of the matrix is suppressed, and moreover, with improvements of bound on s13
the effect of the phase will decrease.
Notice that in our parameterization mee element depends on all three phases. In par-
ticular, the phase δ enters in combination σ − δ. The dependence of mee on σ − δ is very
weak being suppressed by s213. Another parameterization of the mixing matrix has been
used, e.g., in [16], in which mee does not depend on δ. We find that our parameterization
1Notice that, in general, elements are determined by 6 absolute values and 6 phases. Three phases
can be eliminated by renormalization of the neutrino wave functions, so that only 9 quantities have
physical meaning. This matches 9 parameters (3 phases, 3 masses and 3 angles) which appear in our
parameterization.
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is more convenient when all elements of the mass matrix (and not only mee) are ana-
lyzed. Moreover, transition to our parameterization in mee is reduced to the simple shift
σ → σ − δ.
In what follows we will, mainly, analyze the absolute values of mass matrix elements,
mαβ :
Mαβ = mαβe
iφαβ , α, β = e, µ, τ , (5)
since the absolute values may give more straightforward information on possible underlying
symmetry. The phases of the mass matrix elements, φαβ, are also important for theory.
The phases are known functions of 9 physical parameters: φαβ = φαβ(mi, θij, ρ, σ, δ). They
can be found if these 9 parameters are measured. We comment on the phases and include
separate discussion in section 5.4.
Notice that, in flavor basis, mαβ are physical quantities, that is, they can be directly
measured in physical processes. In particular, the rate of the neutrinoless 2β-decay is
proportional to m2ee. Other entries are in principle measurable in processes with ∆L = 2,
like the decay K+ → π−µ+µ+ or the scattering e−p → νel±l′±X (for a review see [21]).
The rates of these processes are proportional to m2αβ , where α and β are the flavors of the
two produced leptons in the final state or leptons in the initial and final states.
The present bounds on the elements mαβ other than mee are many orders of magnitude
weaker than indirect limits. For instance the bound on m2eµ is 16 orders of magnitude
above the limit obtained from oscillations [22]. Clearly, the possibility to improve direct
limits deserves further studies.
We introduce the dimensionless quantities
M˜αβ ≡ Mαβ
m3
, m˜αβ ≡ mαβ
m3
,
where m3 is the largest mass eigenvalue.
2.2 Conservation of the sum of masses squared
According to Eq. (1), the mixing matrix distributes the masses fromMdiag to the elements
of the flavor mass matrix M :
m1, m2, m3 → mαβ .
The following sum rule is useful for analysis of the flavor mass matrix:
S0 ≡
∑
i=1,2,3
m2i =
∑
α,β=e,µ,τ
m2αβ . (6)
That is, the sum of moduli squared of all the elements of the mass matrix is invariant
under basis transformation (rotation). The equality (6) is the straightforward consequence
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of the unitarity of transformation. Indeed, denoting Mi ≡ Mdiagii (|Mi| ≡ mi), we can
write, using Eqs.(1,2): ∑
α,β
m2αβ =
∑
α,β
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i
U∗αiU
∗
βiMi
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
i
∑
α,β
∣∣U∗αiU∗βiMi∣∣2 +∑
i>j
∑
α,β
[
U∗αiU
∗
βiUαjUβjMiM
∗
j + h.c.
]
.
The first term is immediately reduced to
∑
i |Mi|2 =
∑
im
2
i , whereas the second term is
zero due to orthogonality:
∑
α U
∗
αiUαj = 0 for i 6= j.
2.3 Experimental input
In what follows we will find mαβ = mαβ(mi, θij , δ, ρ, σ), using all available neutrino data.
We will restrict our analysis to the case of normal mass hierarchy (ordering): m1 ≪
m2 ≪ m3 (m1 < m2 < m3). The inverted hierarchy (ordering) is disfavored by supernova
SN1987A data [23] (see, however, [24]). Normal hierarchy implies that m22 −m21 ≡ ∆m2sol
and m23 − m22 ≃ m23 − m21 ≡ ∆m2atm. We will also restrict ourself to the LMA MSW
solution of the solar neutrino problem, which gives the best global fit of the solar neutrino
data [25]. This solution looks especially plausible after SNO data [3] and it can be tested
in the already operating KamLAND experiment [26]. We accept interpretation of the
atmospheric neutrino results [1] in terms of νµ → ντ oscillations as the dominant mode.
The following experimental information is used.
• The best fit point for the LMA solution [25]:
tan2 θ12 = 0.41, ∆m
2
sol = 6.2 · 10−5eV2 . (7)
At 99% C.L. the following intervals are allowed:
tan2 θ12 = 0.27− 0.75, ∆m2sol = (2.7− 25) · 10−5eV2 . (8)
• From atmospheric neutrino analysis we take, at the 99% C.L. [1]:
tan θ23 = 1
+0.54
−0.35, ∆m
2
atm = (2.5
+2.5
−1.3) · 10−3eV2 . (9)
• We use the CHOOZ bound on θ13 at the 90% C.L. [4]:
sin θ13 . 0.22 (∆m
2
atm & 2 · 10−3eV2). (10)
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In our discussion we will take into account the upper limit on the Majorana neutrino mass
from neutrino-less 2β decay [5, 28]:
mee < 0.35 eV (90% C.L.) , (11)
and mee . 1 eV, if uncertainties in the nuclear matrix elements are taken into account.
We think, it is premature to include in the analysis the recent result on 2β0ν-decay [29]
which has a controversial interpretation (see discussion in [16, 30]). We consider the direct
kinematic bound on the mass of electron neutrino [27],
me < 2.2 eV (95% C.L.) . (12)
The unknown CP violating phases δ, ρ, σ, as well as the absolute mass scale, m1, and
the angle θ13 are treated as free parameters.
Let us emphasize that the experimental input (7) - (10) does not depend on the Majo-
rana phases, ρ and σ, and on m1, because only the differences of m
2
i enter the oscillation
probabilities. The input does not depend also on the Dirac phase, δ. This can be explicitly
seen from the parameterization (3): at the level of present experimental accuracy, the so-
lar and atmospheric neutrino results are determined by Ue1, Ue2 and Uµ3, Uτ3 respectively.
CHOOZ gives the bound on |Ue3|. All these quantities do not depend on δ.
2.4 µτ-block and e-row elements
In view of large 2-3 mixing, it is convenient to split the six independent elements of the
mass matrix into two groups:
- elements of the µτ -block: mµµ, mµτ , mττ , with zero electron lepton number, Le = 0;
- elements of the e-row: meµ, meτ with Le = 1, and mee with Le = 2.
As we will see later, these groups of elements have different dependences on CP violating
phases. Moreover, such a split can be motivated by phenomenology.
2.5 Small parameters, mass ratios and limits
There are several small parameters in the problem:
1) The ratio of masses squared differences:
r∆ =
√
∆m2sol
∆m2atm
= 0.16 +0.29−0.09 , (13)
where the central value corresponds to the best fit values of mass squared differences (see
(7),(9)), and the interval is obtained varying ∆m2atm and ∆m
2
sol in the ranges given in (9)
and (8).
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2) The 1-3 mixing: s13 . 0.2 (see (10));
3) The deviation of 2-3 mixing from maximal value (see (9)), which can be described
by
ξ ≡ cos 2θ23 ∼ (−0.4 ÷ 0.4). (14)
Future experimental studies will further restrict all these three parameters.
Let us introduce dimensionless parameters - the ratios of mass eigenvalues:
k ≡ m1
m2
, r ≡ m2
m3
. (15)
In the case of strong mass hierarchy, k ≈ 0 and r = r∆. Clearly, we may have k ∼ 1 and
r ≪ 1. If r ∼ 1, then k ≈ 1.
Let us consider the mass matrix in various limits.
1) r = s13 = ξ = 0. In this case we arrive at a matrix with zero e-row elements and
µτ -block elements equal to m3/2. Obviously no dependence on CP-phases appears.
2) r = s13 = 0, ξ 6= 0 (see (A.4)-(A.6)). We get
m˜µµ =
1
2
(1− ξ) , m˜ττ = 1
2
(1 + ξ) , m˜µτ =
1
2
√
1− ξ2 . (16)
The element mµτ is almost unchanged with respect to maximal θ23, while mµµ and mττ
vary with ξ significantly and in opposite directions. The determinant of the µτ -block is
zero. Again, there is no dependence on CP violating phases.
3) s13 = ξ = m1 = 0, but r 6= 0. We have
M =
m3
2

 2s212r
√
2s12c12r −
√
2s12c12r
. . . e−2iσ + c212r e
−2iσ − c212r
. . . . . . e−2iσ + c212r

 . (17)
Now dependence on the Majorana phase appears in the µτ -block, but there is no phase
dependence of the e-row elements.
The influence of the CP violating phases on the matrix structure is very weak in the
limit of strong mass hierarchy and small s13. Indeed, for r → 1, the effect of phase σ
disappears, dependence of the elements on the Dirac phase is associated with s13, so the
effect of δ decreases with s13, the dependence on the phase ρ is associated to the mass m1
and it is negligible when r ≪ 1.
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2.6 Analytic expressions and phase diagrams
Exact analytic expressions for the mass matrix elements in terms of mass eigenvalues, mi,
mixing angles and phases are given in the Appendix. We present the matrix elements
as sums of three contributions corresponding to three different mass eigenvalues in (A.1 -
A.6) and as series in powers of s13 in (A.7). Representation of mαβ as the sums of three
terms with different phases is given in (A.9, A.11, A.13). We will use various approximate
expressions for mαβ which can be obtained from Eqs.(A.1 - A.13).
For small s13, one can draw simple graphic representation of the mass matrix elements
in the complex plane (Fig.1). Neglecting terms of order s13 in the brackets of Eqs.(A.2 -
A.6) or, equivalently, ǫ terms in Eqs.(A.9, A.11), we find that each mass mαβ turns out
to be the sum of three terms with phase factors which depend on certain combinations
of the phases δ, ρ, σ. So, in the complex plane the masses mαβ can be represented as
sums of three vectors (corresponding to the three terms). The lengths of these vectors are
determined by mass eigenvalues (ratios k and r) and mixing angles. The angles between
vectors are given by combinations of the phases δ, ρ, σ.
We will call this graphic representation, used for mee in [31] and mentioned in [32, 33],
the phase diagram. The phase diagrams allow one easily to find minimal and maximal
values as well as phases of the matrix elements, and possible correlations between them.
In Fig.1 we show phase diagrams for the case of partial degeneracy: k ≈ 1 , r . 1.
The mass matrix elements are periodic functions of the CP violating phases. In the
next section we will analyze these dependences by quantifying for each phase the amplitude
of variations, the period and the average value of the element. The latter we define as the
average between maximal and minimal possible value of the element. We will also consider
the relative phases of variations of different elements and correlations between them.
3 CP phases in the case of hierarchical mass spectrum
In the limit of strong mass hierarchy, when m1 ≈ 0, m22 ≈ ∆m2sol and m23 ≈ ∆m2atm, k ≈ 0,
only one Majorana phase, σ, is relevant. If also s13 ≈ 0, we have, for the matrix of the
moduli:
m˜ =

 s212r c23s12c12r s23s12c12r. . . |c212c223r + s223e−2iσ| s23c23 |c212r − e−2iσ|
. . . . . . |c212s223r + c223e−2iσ|

 . (18)
Notice that the e-row elements are real, φeα = 0, whereas for the phases of µτ -block
elements we have φαβ ≈ −2σ. The corrections are proportional to r.
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3.1 Dependence of mαβ on CP violating phases
In Figs. 2, 3 we show the six mass matrix elements, m˜αβ , α, β = e, µ, τ , as functions of
the phase σ, for different values of the mixing angles θ23 and θ13, from the allowed regions
given in (9) and (10). Main features of the dependences can be well understood taking the
lowest order terms in r and s13 from Eqs.(A.9,A.11,A.13).
According to (18), the dependence of µτ -block elements on σ is a result of the interplay
of the main, O(1), term and of the O(r) term. In the lowest order, the µτ -block elements
do not depend on s13 (see Figs.2,3); mµτ has an opposite phase with respect to the two
other elements. The relative amplitudes of variations equal
∆mσ
m
≈ c212r ×


cot2 θ23, mµµ
tan2 θ23, mττ
1, mµτ
. (19)
For the best fit values of the parameters the amplitudes are of order 10%. In the case of
non-maximal 2-3 mixing, the amplitudes can reach ∼ 25%. The corrections ∼ rs13 (A.10)
lead to small phase shift and small change of the amplitude of variations.
Neglecting terms of the order rs13s
2
12, we get from (A.11) expressions for meµ and meτ :
m˜eµ ≈
∣∣rs12c12c23 + s13s23ei(δ−2σ)∣∣ , (20)
m˜eτ ≈
∣∣rs12c12s23 − s13c23ei(δ−2σ)∣∣ . (21)
So, the elements meµ and meτ depend on phases in the combination (δ− 2σ), they change
with (δ− 2σ) in opposite phases, their values are determined by the interplay of the order
r and order s13 terms, which can have comparable sizes. Maximal values of meµ and meτ
increase with s13.
The relative amplitude of variations of meµ with (δ − 2σ) is maximal when the two
terms in (20) have the same modulus:
s13 = s
0
13 ≡
1
2
r sin 2θ12 cot θ23 ≈ 0.07 . (22)
If s13 = s
0
13,
meµ = 0 for δ − 2σ = π .
Maximal value of meµ equals m
max
eµ = 2m¯eµ = sin 2θ12c23r. For s13 < s
0
13, (Fig.2a,2c,2e),
the average value of meµ is determined by the first term in (20), whereas the amplitude
of variations is given by s13/s
0
13. For s13 > s
0
13, the second term in (20) dominates. It
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determines the average value ofmeµ, around which variations occur. The relative amplitude
of variations is given by the factor s013/s13 (Fig.2b,2d,2f).
Behavior of the element meτ is similar: the two terms in (21) are equal and can cancel
each other if
s13 = s¯
0
13 ≡
1
2
r sin 2θ12 tan θ23 (23)
(s¯013 = s
0
13 for maximal 2-3 mixing), so
meτ = 0 for δ − 2σ = 0 .
Corrections of order rs13s
2
12, neglected in (20) and (21), produce a small relative shift of
phases of m˜eµ and m˜eτ (see Fig.2).
For the ee-element we have:
m˜ee ≈
∣∣c213s212r + s213e2i(δ−σ)∣∣ . (24)
It depends on the combination of phases 2(δ− σ). Due to the factor rs212 in the first term,
both contributions in (24) can be comparable in spite of the s213-order of the second term.
Two terms are equal at tan θ13 = s12
√
r ≈ 0.21, that is, near the upper limit for s13. In
this case the amplitude of variation can be maximal and
mee = 0 for δ − σ = π/2, 3π/2 .
Such a situation is approximately realized in Fig.2b,2d,2f. For small values of s13 (s13 ≪
0.2), the dependence of mee on phases is negligible (Fig.2a,2c,2e). The relative amplitude
of variations is determined by the ratio tan2 θ13/(rs
2
12) and the average value equals mee ≈
s212r.
Let us analyze the dependence of matrix elements on the Dirac phase δ. The elements
of µτ -block depend on δ very weakly, via order rs13 corrections (see (A.10)). E.g., for
s13 ≈ 0.14 (Fig.2b,2d,2f), we find ∆mδµµ/m¯µµ ≈ ∆mδττ/m¯ττ ∼ 0.02. The dependence of
mµτ on δ is further suppressed by the factor ξ ≡ cos 2θ23.
The elements of e-row have much stronger relative dependence on δ. As we pointed
out, the elements meµ and meτ depend on phases in the combination (δ−2σ) (this feature
is weakly violated by corrections ∼ rs13, which depend on the phase δ only). So, up
to corrections of order s13r, one can extract the information on the δ dependence of the
elements from the Fig.2 (or Fig.3 for large r) immediately. The change of δ by amount ∆δ
is equivalent to horizontally shift the lines which correspond to meµ and meτ along with
σ-axis by ∆δ/2 and the mee line by ∆δ, with respect to the lines of µτ -block, which are
almost unchanged. The phase δ can be selected in such a way that certain features of the
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mee line and other e-row lines will occur at the same value of σ. For instance, according
to Fig.2b, one can get m˜ee ≪ m˜eµ ≪ m˜eτ .
All the elements have the same period of variation with σ, although the phases of
variations are different. There is a phase shift by π within different groups:
φ(m˜µµ) = φ(m˜ττ ) = φ(m˜µτ ) + π = −2σ ; (25)
φ(m˜eµ) = φ(m˜eτ ) + π = −2σ + δ . (26)
There is a relative shift of phase between µτ -block and e-row elements which is determined
by δ:
φ(m˜eµ)− φ(m˜µµ) = δ , φ(m˜ee)− φ(m˜eµ) = δ. (27)
These relations are weakly broken by corrections of order rs13.
3.2 Dependence of masses on θ12, r and k
Variations of θ12 within the allowed LMA region, given in (8), do not produce substantial
changes of results shown in Fig.2. With increase of θ12, the amplitudes of variations of
µτ -block elements with σ (see (19)) decrease as c212. For maximal 1-2 mixing we get
∼ 30% decrease in comparison with the best fit value of θ12. In contrast, the amplitude
of variations of these elements with δ increases as sin 2θ12 (see (A.10)). The dependence
on δ remains weak, because the increase of the amplitude can be only 10%. For the e-row
elements, the critical value s013 is proportional to sin 2θ12 (see (22)). The ee-element mee
can be two times larger for almost maximal solar mixing angle than for the best fit value
(see (24)).
Changes of ∆m2sol and ∆m
2
atm within the allowed regions, (8) and (9), produce strong
effect on the structure of mass matrix. In Fig.3 we show the dependence of mass matrix
elements on σ for r = 0.3, corresponding, e.g., to ∆m2sol ≈ 2 · 10−4eV2 and ∆m2atm ≈
2 · 10−3eV2. For the µτ -block elements, the amplitudes increase linearly with r (see (19))
and for r ≈ 0.3 they can be larger than 30%. For the e-row elements the critical value
s013 (see (22)) also increases linearly with r; for r ≈ 0.3, we get s013 ≈ 0.13. For s13 < s013,
the average values of elements increase as meµ ∼ meτ ∼ r, but the amplitude of variations
with (δ − 2σ) does not change (compare Fig.3, panels a,c,e, with corresponding panels in
Fig.2). For s13 & s
0
13, the average values of meµ and meτ do not depend on r, while their
amplitudes can be maximal (Fig.3, panels b,d,f). The average value of ee-element increases
with r: mee ∼ r; the amplitude of variations with 2(δ − σ) does not change.
Till now, we have considered the case m1 = 0. A strong normal hierarchy among mass
eigenvalues, m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3, holds form1 up to approximately 0.002 eV (k < 0.3). Notice
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that, for m1 6= 0, both Majorana phases become relevant (see (4)). We have checked that
varying m1 between 0 and 0.002eV, the dependence of mαβ on angles and CP phases,
showed in Figs.2,3, is qualitatively the same as for m1 = 0, except for the dependence of
mee. The ee-element can be about two times larger. Indeed, neglecting terms of order s
2
13,
we get:
m˜ee ≈ rs212
(
1 + k cot2 θ12 cos 2ρ
)
.
The second term in the brackets is of order one for, e.g., m1 = 0.002 eV, m2 = 0.006
eV, tan2 θ12 = 0.35 and ρ = 0, π. Depending on ρ, the ratio of mee and the other e-row
elements can significantly change.
3.3 Structure of the mass matrix in the hierarchical case
1) As follows from Figs.2,3, the sharp structure with the dominant µτ -block and sub-
dominant e-row appears for small s13, small r and near maximal 2-3 mixing. In this case
mee ∼ meµ ∼ meτ ≪ mµµ ∼ mµτ ∼ mττ ,
m(e− row)
m(µτ − block) ∼ [s13, r] ∼ 0.1, (28)
where m(e − row) and m(µτ − block) refer to typical masses of the e−row and µτ -block
elements. Improvements of the upper bound on s13 and on ξ, as well as establishing ∆m
2
sol
near its present best fit value, will confirm this structure in assumption of mass hierarchy.
In the limit of sharp structure [µτ -block]-[e-row], the elements of dominant block depend
very weakly on δ and have about 10% variations (determined by r) due to the phase σ.
The elements meµ and meτ depend significantly on the combination (δ − 2σ), unless very
strong upper bound on s13 will be established. The ee−element varies with 2(δ− σ), with
amplitude ∼ s213. Thus, uncertainties in the structure of the mass matrix due to unknown
CP violating phases can be substantially reduced by further measurements of mixing angles
and mass squared differences.
According to Figs. 2,3, for a large part of the parameter space (θ23, θ13, r, δ, σ), the
structure [µτ -block]-[e-row] is less profound or even disappears. Indeed, in the case of
large ξ or/and large r, the split between masses within the µτ -block can be larger than the
gap between m(e− row) and m(µτ − block), depending on σ. Separation of the elements
in two groups loses any sense. For the extreme case of large values of r, the elements meµ
and meτ can be even larger than mµµ or mττ .
2) Dependence of the gap between µτ -block and e-row elements on s13 and r can be
seen comparing left and right panels in Figs.2,3 and Fig.2 with Fig.3, respectively. The
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deviation of θ23 from 45
◦, leading to a spread among the µτ -block elements (see (16)), can
strongly decrease the gap.
Let us quantify the size of gap. Taking only leading terms in ξ, r and s13, one has for
the µτ -block elements:
m(µτ − block) ≥ m(µτ − block)min ≡ m3
2
(1− |ξ| − rc212) ,
where m(µτ − block)min is the value of mµµ or mττ , for σ = π/2. The upper bound on the
e-row elements is given by
m(e− row) ≤ m(e− row)max ≡ m3√
2
(s13 + rc12s12) ,
where m(e−row)max is the value ofmeµ ormeτ , for δ−2σ = 0 or π, respectively. Therefore,
minimal value of the gap equals
m(µτ − block)min −m(e− row)max = m3
2
[
1− |ξ| − r(c212 +
√
2c12s12)−
√
2s13
]
. (29)
One can also characterize the split of the elements by the ratio of mean values of the e-
row and µτ -block elements. Up to terms quadratic in ξ, r and s13, m(µτ −block) ≈ m3/2,
while for the e-row we can take
m(e− row) ≡
√
m2eµ +m
2
eτ
2
≈ m3√
2
(s213 + r
2c212s
2
12)
1/2 .
Then
m¯(e− row)
m¯(µτ − block) ≈
√
2(s213 + r
2c212s
2
12) , (30)
in accordance with (28). The ratio (30) does not depend on CP phases and on θ23.
3) Apart from special choice of phases, the ee-element is typically of the order of the
other e-row elements.
4) The CP violating phases can change significantly the structure of e-row. As follows
from Figs. 2,3, one can get, e.g.,
mee ≪ meµ ≪ meτ (small r, large s13) ;
mee ≪ meµ ≈ meτ (small r, large s13) ;
mee ≈ meµ ≈ meτ (large r, small s13) ;
meµ ≪ mee ≪ meτ (large r, large s13) .
(31)
Any element of the e-row can be the smallest one. All possible orderings of e-row elements
can be realized by appropriate choice of the phases.
5) Depending on phases, one can find a configuration with almost uniform splits among
the six mass matrix elements and structure with the dominant µτ -block disappears. Still
the average value of the e-row elements is smaller than the average value of the µτ -block
elements (see (30)). Thus one can get flavor alignment (correlation of the neutrino masses
and masses of charge leptons).
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4 CP phases in the case of non-hierarchical
mass spectrum
With respect to the hierarchical case, the structure of the mass matrix depends on two
additional parameters: the mass ration k and the phase ρ. These parameters enter the
mass matrix elements in the combinations (see (A.7))
X ≡ s212ke−2iρ + c212 , Y ≡ s12c12(1− ke−2iρ) , Z ≡ c212ke−2iρ + s212 (32)
(in the hierarchical case, k ≈ 0 , X ≈ c212 , Y ≈ s12c12 and Z ≈ s212). We will use the
following parameterization:
X ≡ xeiφX , Y ≡ yeiφY , Z ≡ zeiφZ , (33)
where x ≡ |X|, φX , y ≡ |Y |, φY , z ≡ |Z|, φZ are functions of θ12, k and ρ.
In the limit of very small s13 using (A.7) and the notation (33), we have:
m˜ =

 rz c23ry s23ry. . . |c223rx+ s223e−2iσX | s23c23| − rx+ e−2iσX |
. . . . . . |s223rx+ c223e−2iσX |

 , (34)
where σX ≡ σ + φX/2. One can first analyze matrix (34) and then consider corrections
of the order s13. Notice that now the elements of the e-row have non-zero phases which
depend on ρ. The dependences of the absolute values and phases of these elements are
correlated. The phases of µτ -block elements depend mainly on σ, with corrections which
are functions of ρ.
4.1 Non-degeneracy case
For m1 .
√
∆m2sol, we have k . 1, and r ≪ 1. The largest mass is given by m3 ≈√
∆m2atm. The contributions of m1 to the µτ -block elements appear as small corrections,
but they can be of order 1 for the e-row elements.
Neglecting terms of order s13, we can use for the µτ -block elements the expressions
from (34). Comparing with the hierarchical case (see Eq.(18)), we find that the effect of
m1 is reduced to renormalization of the mass ratio r and shift of the phase σ:
r → rX ≡ r x
c212
, σ → σX ≡ σ + 1
2
φX . (35)
That is, dependence of the elements on phases can be found from Figs.2,3, by appropriate
change of r and σ.
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Depending on the phase ρ, the contribution related to m1 can suppress or enhance the
amplitude of variations of µτ -block elements with σ (see (19)). The extreme modifications
are determined by
rX =
{
r(1 + k tan2 θ12) , for ρ = 0
r(1− k tan2 θ12) , for ρ = π/2 .
For k . 1 and tan2 θ12 . 0.5, the relative effect ofm1 is below 50%. For ρ = 0, π/2, we have
φX = 0 and no phase shift occurs. In general, the phase φX is in the interval (−φmaxX ÷φmaxX ),
where sinφmaxX = k tan
2 θ12. This maximal phase corresponds to rX = r
√
1− k2 tan4 θ12.
For the elements of e-row, the s13 corrections should be taken into account (see (A.7)):
m˜eµ ≈
∣∣c23ry + s13s23ei(δ−2σY )∣∣ ,
m˜eτ ≈
∣∣s23ry − s13c23ei(δ−2σY )∣∣ . (36)
Again, the effect of m1 is reduced to renormalization of r and a shift of phase (compare
with Eqs.(20,21)):
r → rY ≡ r y
s12c12
, σ → σY ≡ σ + 1
2
φY . (37)
Minimal and maximal values of rY are given by:
rY =
{
r(1− k) , for ρ = 0
r(1 + k) , for ρ = π/2
.
In these extreme cases there is no phase shift. In general, for arbitrary values of ρ, φY is
in the interval (−φmaxY ÷φmaxY ), where sin φmaxY = k and this maximal value corresponds to
rY = r
√
1− k2.
Notice that, for meµ and meτ , modifications of r can be larger than for the elements
of µτ -block; moreover, rY and rX are changing with ρ in opposite phases. The phases
of variations of µτ -block elements are correlated as in the hierarchical case. No phase
shift among these elements is induced by m1 contribution: in (25) one should substitute
σ → σX . Similar conclusion is valid for e-row elements: in (26) σ should be substituted
by σY .
For the ee-element, similarly to the previous cases, we get (including s13 corrections):
m˜ee =
∣∣c213s212rZ + s213e2i(δ−σZ )∣∣ , (38)
where
rZ ≡ r z
s212
, σZ ≡ σ + 1
2
φZ . (39)
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Now the difference between r and rZ can be substantially larger:
rZ =
{
r(1 + k cot2 θ12) , for ρ = 0
r|1− k cot2 θ12| , for ρ = π/2 ,
and rZ changes with ρ in phase with rX . Notice that, for k < tan
2 θ12, the shift φZ is
restricted to the interval (−φmaxZ ÷ φmaxZ ), where sinφmaxZ = k cot2 θ12. For k > tan2 θ12,
the shift is unrestricted. The ee−element is zero for
tan θ13 =
√
rz = s12
√
rZ , (δ − σZ) = π
2
,
3π
2
.
Since rZ can be smaller than r, or even zero, the equality mee = 0 can be realized for
smaller values of s13 than in the hierarchical case. Now the strongly hierarchical structure
of the e-row,
mee ≪ meµ ≪ meτ ,
can be easily achieved. Maximal value of mee equals approximately m˜
max
ee ≈ r(s212 + kc212).
The dependences of the mass matrix elements on phases can be deduced from Fig.2
and Fig.3. Since, now, the “effective” value of r is different for the µτ−block elements
(rX) and the e-row elements (rY , rZ), one should take, e.g., lines which correspond to the
µτ -block from Fig.2 and lines which correspond to the e-row from Fig.3 or vice versa.
Let us analyze the dependence of the elements on the phase ρ. The relative amplitudes
of variations of the µτ−block elements are suppressed by a factor s212rk (see (A.9)):
∆mρ
m
≈ s212rk ×


cot2 θ23, mµµ
tan2 θ23, mττ
1, mµτ
. (40)
The influence of ρ on the e−row elements is much stronger. If s13 ≈ 0, we have
m˜eµ ≈ c23s12c12r|1− ke−2iρ|
(for m˜eτ one should substitute c23 → s23) and the relative amplitude of variations is given
by k.
The amplitude of ee-element can be maximal if k ≥ tan2 θ12.
4.2 Partial degeneracy
For
√
∆m2sol ≪ m1 .
√
∆m2atm, we get the spectrum with partial degeneracy m1 ≈ m2 .
m3. The ratios of masses are
r ≈ m1√
m21 +∆m
2
atm
. 1 , k ≈ 1− ∆m
2
sol
2m21
. (41)
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For m1 > 2 ·10−2 eV, the deviation of k from 1 is smaller than 5% and we can neglect it in
comparison with other corrections (related to possible large deviations from maximal 2-3
mixing and to s13 & 0.1). Now the scale of masses is determined bym3 ≈
√
m21 +∆m
2
atm ∼
(1÷ 2)
√
∆m2atm. The sum (6) of all the matrix elements squared equals
S0 ≈ m23(1 + 2r2) .
Let us consider first the dependence of the masses on phase σ (see Fig.4 panels a,c,e
and phase diagrams in Fig.1). In the limit of small s13, we get
m˜µµ ≈ |s223e−2iσ + rc223X1(ρ)| ,
m˜ττ ≈ |c223e−2iσ + rs223X1(ρ)| ,
m˜µτ ≈ s23c23 |e−2iσ − rX1(ρ)| ,
(42)
where
X1(ρ) ≡ X(k = 1) = c212 + s212e−2iρ. (43)
The mass m˜µµ oscillates with σ around s
2
23; the amplitude of variations depends on the
phase ρ. Maximal amplitude is for ρ = 0, which corresponds to X1 = 1. The mass m˜ττ
oscillates in phase with m˜µµ around the average value c
2
23; the mass m˜µτ varies in opposite
phase. The amplitudes of variations of all µτ -block elements decrease with increase of the
phase ρ and it is minimal for ρ = π/2.
The corrections of order s13 change the amplitudes of variations and produce a phase
shift. The largest influence of these corrections is for ρ = π/2. From (A.9) we find
m˜µµ ≈ |s223e−2iσ + rc223(cos 2θ12 − 2ǫµµ)| ,
m˜ττ ≈ |c223e−2iσ + rs223(cos 2θ12 + 2ǫττ )| ,
m˜µτ ≈ s23c23 |e−2iσ − r(cos 2θ12 + 2ǫµτ )| .
(44)
For δ = 0 (ǫ > 0), the corrections suppress the amplitude of variations of m˜µµ and enhance
the amplitude of m˜ττ and m˜µτ variations (see Fig.4e). For δ = π/2 (ǫ < 0) the situation is
opposite: variations of m˜µµ are enhanced.
In the approximation (42), all the elements of µτ -block depend on the phase ρ in the
same way. So, there is no relative shift and the relative phases are determined as in (25).
The phase shift seen in Fig.4c is due to the interplay of ǫ corrections and phase ρ.
The dependence of elements of the e-row on σ (as well as δ) appears due to terms of
the order s13 (see (A.11) and Fig.4 panels a,c,e). Neglecting corrections ∼ rs13, we get (for
ρ being not to close to 0):
m˜eµ ≈
∣∣rc23Y1(ρ) + s13s23ei(δ−2σ)∣∣ , m˜eτ ≈ ∣∣rs23Y1(ρ)− s13c23ei(δ−2σ)∣∣ , (45)
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where
Y1(ρ) ≡ Y (k = 1) = s12c12
(
1− e−2iρ) . (46)
The masses m˜eµ and m˜eτ vary with (δ − 2σ) in opposite phase (small phase shift may
appear due to interplay of order rs13 corrections and phase ρ). The amplitude of variations
is proportional to s13. The average values of the elements increase with ρ, and they reach
maxima, m˜maxeµ = r sin 2θ12c23 and m˜
max
eτ = r sin 2θ12s23, at ρ = π/2.
Configuration with ρ = 0 or ρ ≈ 0 is the special one (see Fig.4a). In this case the main
terms in (A.11) vanish and dependence on phases appears due to ǫ corrections, defined in
(A.12):
m˜eµ ≈
∣∣1
2
r sin 2θ12c23
(
ǫeµ + ǫ
′
eµ
)− s13s23ei(δ−2σ)∣∣ ,
m˜eτ ≈
∣∣1
2
r sin 2θ12s23 (ǫeτ + ǫ
′
eτ )− s13c23ei(δ−2σ)
∣∣ . (47)
Notice that elements m˜eµ and m˜eτ vary in phase; both the average value and the amplitude
are proportional to s13.
Changing the phase δ by ∆δ one shifts lines which correspond to m˜eµ and m˜eτ , with
respect to the lines of µτ -block elements by ∆σ = ∆δ/2. For instance, according to Fig.4c,
one can get equalities m˜µµ = m˜ττ = m˜µτ and m˜eµ = m˜eτ simultaneously.
Variations of the ee-element (A.13) with σ as well as with δ are strongly suppressed by
the factor s213, so that
m˜ee ≈ r |Z1(ρ)| , (48)
where
Z1(ρ) ≡ Z(k = 1) = s212 + c212e−2iρ. (49)
The average value decreases with increase of the phase ρ. It varies from m˜maxee ≈ r for
ρ ≈ 0, π down to m˜minee ≈ r cos 2θ12 for ρ ≈ π/2. Variations of m˜ee with ρ are in opposite
phase with respect to m˜eµ and m˜eτ .
Let us analyze the dependence of masses on the phase ρ (Fig.5 panels a,c,e). The
amplitudes of variations of the µτ -block elements with ρ, ∆mρ ∝ rs212, are smaller (for
non-maximal solar mixing) than the amplitudes of σ variations. The average values of m˜µµ
and m˜ττ decrease whereas the average of m˜µτ increases with increase of σ from 0 to π/2.
Strong split of masses in the µτ -block (see Fig.5a,5e) is due to cancellation of contributions
related to m3 (first term in (42)) and to m1 and m2 (second term). For large s13, the terms
of order rs13 can enhance variations with ρ.
According to (45), variations of the e-row elements with ρ are strong: the amplitude
can be close to maximal one. For large values of s13, the phase (2σ − δ) changes signifi-
cantly the average values of the elements meµ and meτ and also modifies the amplitudes
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of variations with ρ.
The matrix elements are all correlated. This can be seen in the limit of very small s13.
For partially degenerate spectrum (k = 1), we get:
x = z =
√
1− sin2 2θ12 sin2 ρ ,
y = sin 2θ12 sin ρ ,
(50)
so that y =
√
1− x2. Moreover,
tanφX = − sin 2ρ
cot2 θ12 + cos 2ρ
. (51)
The mass matrix can be written as
m˜ =

 rx c23r
√
1− x2 s23r
√
1− x2
. . . |c223rx+ s223e−2iσX | s23c23| − rx+ e−2iσX |
. . . . . . |s223rx+ c223e−2iσX |

 . (52)
From (52), we find the following relations among the elements:
m˜2ee + m˜
2
eµ + m˜
2
eτ = r
2 ; (53)
meµ
meτ
= tan θ23 ; (54)
m˜2ττ − m˜2µµ = (1− r2x2) cos 2θ23 . (55)
Notice that mττ = mµµ either for θ23 = 45
◦ or for rx = 1. The latter corresponds to
completely degenerate spectrum and ρ = 0. In this case
m˜ττ = m˜µµ =
√
1− sin2 2θ23 sin2 σ , m˜µτ = sin 2θ23 sin σ .
Furthermore, we find, for the sum of the µτ -block elements,
m˜2µµ + m˜
2
ττ + 2m˜
2
µτ = 1 + r
2x2,
and consequently:
m˜2µµ + m˜
2
ττ + 2m˜
2
µτ − m˜2ee = 1 .
For a given r the mass matrix (52) is determined by σX and x. In general, σX and
x can be treated as two independent parameters. Depending on ρ, x changes from the
minimal value xmin ≡ cos 2θ12, for ρ = π/2, to xmax ≡ 1, for ρ = 0. The phase φX varies
in a rather narrow interval, which decreases with θ12:
sinφX ∼ (− tan2 θ12 ÷ tan2 θ12) .
4.3 Degenerate spectrum
For m1 ≫
√
∆m2atm, we have m1 ≈ m2 ≈ m3, and the ratio of masses is given by
r ≈ 1− ∆m
2
atm
2m21
.
For m1 = 0.5 eV, the deviation of r from 1 is smaller than 1% and we can neglect it in
comparison with other small parameters, s13 and ξ. The e-row elements and the µτ -block
elements are given by (A.9,A.11,A.13), with k = r = 1. Notice that, in the approximation
∆m2atm ≈ 0, the structure of the mass matrix for normal and inverted hierarchy is the
same.
Transition to the degeneracy case does not produce qualitative changes in dependences
of the matrix elements on phases in comparison with partial degeneracy case (see Fig.4
b,d,f and Fig.5 b,d,f). Amplitudes of variations of the µτ -block elements increase and can
reach maximal size for specific values of phases. This leads to zero (small) values of certain
matrix elements and therefore to the appearance of a hierarchical structure of the mass
matrix. For example, in the case of maximal 2-3 mixing and ρ = 0, we find from (52):
m˜ ≈

 1 0 0. . . 1
2
|1 + e−2iσ| 1
2
| − 1 + e−2iσ|
. . . . . . 1
2
|1 + e−2iσ|

 . (56)
Therefore, m˜µµ = m˜ττ = 0 for σ = π/2 (Fig.4b). Moreover, ǫ corrections cancel in (A.9),
for k = 1 and ρ = 0. For non-maximal 2-3 mixing, using (42) we find that m˜µµ = 0 for
sin2 ρ =
cos 2θ23
c423 sin
2 2θ12
, cos 2σ = −c
4
23 cos 2θ12 + s
4
23
2c212s
2
23c
2
23
.
In this case, however, m˜ττ differs from zero. Such a configuration is realized approximately
in Fig.4d.
The average values of m˜eµ and m˜eτ increase with respect to the partial degeneracy case,
whereas the amplitudes of variations with σ and ρ do not change. Average value of the
ee-element increases with r and can reach 1 for ρ = 0 (Fig.4b).
The amplitudes of variations with ρ (Fig.5 b,d,f) increase and, for ρ ≈ 0, π, hierarchical
structure of the mass matrix appears (Fig.5b,5f). For some values of phases all the elements
become approximately equal to each other (see, e.g., Fig.5d at ρ = 1.3π).
4.4 From hierarchy to degeneracy
In Fig.6, we show the dependence of mαβ on m1 for different values of the Majorana
phases σ and ρ. As follows from the figure, the hierarchical structure with the dominant
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µτ -block and small e-row elements exists, independently on phases, form1/
√
∆m2atm . 0.1
(m1 . 0.005 eV). This interval ofm1 corresponds to hierarchical or non-degenerate spectra.
The structure with dominant µτ−block disappears for m1/
√
∆m2atm ∼ 0.3 ÷ 0.5 (m1 <
(0.02 ÷ 0.03) eV), that is for partially degenerate spectrum. For m1 &
√
∆m2atm ≈ 0.05
eV, the spectrum converges to the degenerate one. In this last case, the structure of the
mass matrix depends substantially on the Majorana phases. Notice that, in general, the
pairs of elements m˜µµ and m˜ττ , as well as m˜eµ and m˜eτ , have similar dependences on m1.
For large part of the phase parameter space, all elements of the mass matrix increase
with m1 being of the same order. Some accidental equalities among them may appear.
Particular structures are realized for specific values of phases, ρ, σ ≈ 0, π/4, π/2, shown in
Fig.6.
5 ρ− σ plots and neutrino-less 2β decay
5.1 ρ− σ plots
In spite of large freedom related to the unknown CP-phases, σ, ρ, δ, scale m1 and s13,
already the present data give important restrictions on structure of the mass matrix. The
dependences of various matrix elements on phases are correlated. These features can be
seen in the ρ − σ plots (Figs.7-13) which show contours of constant values of mαβ in the
plane of the Majorana phases ρ and σ.
Let us comment on properties of the ρ− σ plots.
The periodicity in ρ and σ implies that the opposite sides of the plots must be identified.
For example, the case of equal CP parities of ν1, ν2 and ν3 corresponds to any of the four
corners of the plots.
In general, any pair of values (ρ, σ) in the range [0, π)× [0, π) represents a physically
independent situation (different mass matrices). However, if δ = 0 or π, it follows from (4)
that
mαβ(σ, ρ) = mαβ(π − σ, π − ρ) .
This reflection symmetry is present in Figs.7-9, Figs.11-13, but not in Fig.10, where δ =
π/2.
The phase ρ is associated with the mass m1, therefore, in the case of strong normal
hierarchy, the dependence ofmαβ on ρ disappears and the iso-mass contours become parallel
to the axis ρ. In contrast, the contours for mee are nearly parallel to σ axis, since mee
depends on σ via O(s213) terms. There is a relative shift of π/2, along the axis σ, between
the patterns for meµ and meτ .
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The elements mµµ and mττ have have the same ρ− σ pattern in the limit of maximal
2-3 mixing and zero s13. The difference between them originates from deviation of θ23 from
45◦ and from the terms (see (A.7))
± sin 2θ23s13re−iδY , (57)
where the plus sign corresponds to mττ and the minus sign to mµµ. In the case of maximal
2-3 mixing, only the term (57) contributes to the difference. The pattern for mµτ is
complementary to that for mµµ and mττ , in the sense that regions of large mµτ correspond
to regions of small mµµ and mττ and vice versa.
Small values of the µτ -block elements appear at the corners of the plots, ρ ≈ 0, π as
well as σ ≈ 0, π, and in the region σ ∼ π/2. In the latter case, the corresponding value of ρ
depends on 2-3 mixing. For maximal mixing, the regions of small elements are at ρ ∼ 0, π;
with deviation from maximal mixing, the regions shift to the center of the plot and merge
at ρ ∼ π/2 for large values of ξ.
Let us comment on specific features of Figs. 7 -13.
In Fig.7 we show the plots for the non-degenerate spectrum. There is a sharp separation
of the e-row and dominant µτ -block elements. Structuring within these two groups is rather
weak.
In Fig.8 we show the plots for spectrum with partial degeneracy. Dependence of el-
ements on ρ becomes stronger with increase of m1. The µτ -block elements have more
profound structure. The elements meµ and meτ are small in the regions near the corners
of the plots.
The plots for spectrum with strong degeneracy are shown in Figs. 9 - 13. Now the e-row
elements depend strongly on ρ, whereas the dependence on σ is rather weak. With increase
of m1 the ρ-dependence becomes stronger for the µτ -block elements (see (A.9)). The
patterns for mµµ and mττ differ due to order s13 terms (57), which also depend on δ. The
contribution of the term (57) has minus sign for mµµ and therefore it adds constructively
with the other ρ-dependent term (see (A.9)). For mττ , instead, the contribution has an
opposite sign, therefore ρ-dependence remains weak.
In Fig.10 we show the plots for δ = π/2. The difference between the plots for mµµ and
mττ becomes smaller in comparison with the case δ = 0: indeed, for δ = π/2, the term
(57) has pure imaginary coefficient and its contributions to mµµ and mττ become similar.
For δ = π, the ρ− σ plots for mµµ and mττ interchange as compared with those in Fig.9.
The pattern for mµτ is almost unchanged. In the first approximation, the effect of δ = π/2
on the e-row elements is reduced to a shift of σ by π/4 for meµ and meτ and by π/2 for
mee.
In Fig. 11 we show the plots for small s13. With decrease of s13, the dependence of
e-row elements on σ disappears, patterns for mµµ and mττ become more similar, their
complementarity to the pattern for mµτ becomes sharp.
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In Fig. 12 we show the plots for non-maximal 2-3 mixing (θ23 = 35
◦). The pattern for
mee is unchanged and the one for mµτ changes weakly. In contrast, the difference between
the patterns for meµ and meτ increases. In particular, meµ can be large for ρ ≈ π/2 and
σ ≈ 0, π. Also difference of the patterns for mµµ and mττ increases. Dependence of mττ on
phases becomes weaker and regions with very small values of mττ disappear. In contrast,
for mµµ the region of small values appears near the center of the plot: ρ ∼ σ ∼ π/2. For
θ23 > 45
◦ (not shown) the situation is opposite: region of small values at ρ ∼ σ ∼ π/2
appears for mττ . Also meτ becomes, in general, larger than meµ.
In Fig.13 we show the plots for maximal possible 1-2 mixing. The ρ dependence becomes
strong for all the elements and especially for mee. This element can be zero at ρ ≈ π/2.
5.2 Correlations of mass matrix elements. Extreme values
The ρ− σ plots allow to systematically scan all possible structures of the mass matrices.
The pattern of the ρ− σ plots themselves depends on the unknown parameters m1, δ, s13,
as well as on the uncertainties of the known oscillation parameters. As follows from the
figures, the dependence of the plots on m1 is very strong, whereas the dependences on δ
and s13 are relatively weak (in view of the strong bound on s13).
The ρ−σ plots allow to see immediately the correlations between the values of different
matrix elements. Formally, the 6 independent moduli of matrix elements depend on 5 free
parameters:
mαβ = mαβ(m1, ρ, σ, δ, s13)
So, only one relation should exist among the matrix elements. Actually, the correlations
are much stronger due to relatively strong upper bound on s13 and the fact that the effect
of δ is suppressed by a factor s13.
In the physically interesting limits the number of free parameters further decreases.
Thus, in the case of strong mass hierarchy (m1 → 0) the m1 and, consequently, ρ de-
pendences disappear: mαβ = mαβ(σ, δ, s13). In the limit of strong mass degeneracy
the structure of the mass matrix does not depend on the absolute mass scale: mαβ =
m1fαβ(ρ, σ, δ, s13), etc. .
Each point in the ρ − σ diagram (obviously, the same point should be taken in all six
panels) corresponds to a mass matrix with certain structure. A given set of ρ−σ diagrams
(which corresponds to fixed values of m1, s13 and δ) shows 6 elements as functions of two
parameters: ρ and σ. Therefore, imposing conditions on two (or even one element) one
may reconstruct whole the matrix up to certain discrete ambiguity. E.g., in the degenerate
case, imposing condition thatmττ is the heaviest element, we find thatmee and mµµ should
be equally large whereas three other elements are small.
The ρ − σ plots allow to find immediately maximal and minimal values of matrix
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elements. Using Eq. (4) it is easy to see that the maximal value of the individual matrix
element is given by
mmaxαβ =
∑
i
mi|UαiUβi|. (58)
It does not depend on the Majorana phases. The minimal value is zero or
2max
i
(mi|UαiUβi|)−
∑
i
mi|UαiUβi| (59)
if the latter is above zero. The first term in (59) is (two times) the largest among the
contributions from the three mass eigenstates. These statements have been made for mee
element in [34] and generalized to other elements in [33, 22].
Extreme values of matrix elements depend on m1 as well as on values of oscillations
parameters. In the case of strong mass hierarchy (m1 = 0), the present experimental
results (see section 3.1) allow for zero minimal values of the e-row elements (see also ρ− σ
plots). Maximal values of the elements are
mmaxee = c
2
13s
2
12m2 + s
2
13m3 ,
mmaxeµ = c13 [s12(c23c12 + s23s12s13)m2 + s23s13m3]
and similarly for mmaxeτ , with the substitution s23 ↔ c23.
In contrast, the elements of µτ -block have non-zero minimal values. In the limit s13 = 0,
minimal and maximal values of these elements are,
mmax,minµµ = s
2
23m3 ± c223c212m2
and mmax,minττ = m
max,min
µµ (s23 ↔ c23), mmax,minµτ = mmax,minµµ (s223, c223 ↔ s23c23).
In the case of strong degeneracy all elements, but mee, may have zero values. Taking
into account recent data on solar neutrinos [2, 3], we get mminee ≈ 0.45m1. Maximal values
of the µτ -block elements and the ee-element equal:
mmaxee ≈ mmaxµµ ≈ mmaxµτ ≈ mmaxττ ≈ m1. (60)
In the limit of small s13, maximal values of the two other elements arem
max
eµ ≈ m1 sin 2θ12c23
and mmaxeτ ≈ m1 sin 2θ12s23.
Due to correlations among the mass matrix elements imposed by experimental data
as well as the sum rule condition (6), only some elements can take their maximal or
minimal values simultaneously. In particular, according to the ρ− σ plots of Fig. 7, in the
hierarchical case only two e-row elements can be zero (very small) simultaneously: mee
and meµ or mee and meτ . In the case of partial degeneracy meµ and meτ can be very small
simultaneously. In the case of strong degeneracy, we see, from Figs. 9-13, that there are
two groups of elements which can be simultaneously very small: 1) meµ, meτ , mµµ, mττ ;
2) meµ, meτ , mµτ . Similarly, from the ρ − σ plots one can get groups of elements which
reach simultaneously their maxima.
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5.3 ββ0ν-decay and structure of the mass matrix
The ee-element, mee, is the only matrix element for which we have immediate experimental
access. The ρ− σ plots allow one to find immediately the implications of the results from
ββ0ν-decay searches for the structure of the mass matrix (in assumption that the exchange
of the light Majorana neutrinos is the only mechanism of the decay). Formee, the Majorana
phase plots (using a different parameterization) have been considered in [35].
The iso-mass contours of mee are nearly parallel to the axis σ. Weak dependence of mee
on σ appears due to term of the order s213. For very small s13 and (partially) degenerate
spectrum, the iso-mass contours are determined by
mee = m1
√
1− sin2 2θ12 sin2 ρ. (61)
Suppose that experimental searches give the upper bound mee < m
up
ee . Then, according
to Figs. 9-13, there are two iso-mass contours in the ρ − σ plots, which correspond to a
given value mupee (mee(ρ, σ) = m
up
ee ) and a given set of the other parameters (m1, s13, δ,
etc.): ρ1 = ρ1(σ) (ρ1 < π/2) and ρ2 = ρ2(σ) (ρ1 > π/2). The upper experimental limit on
mee excludes the following regions in the ρ−σ plots (obviously for all the matrix elements):
ρ ∈ [0, ρ1(σ)] , ρ ∈ [ρ2(σ), π] . (62)
The position and the shape of the contours ρi(σ) (i = 1,2) depend on m1, θ12 and s13.
Taking, e.g., m1 = 0.5 eV, s13 = 0.1, tan
2 θ12 = 0.36 and the bound (11), we find from
Fig.9 that the regions covered by the three darkest strips are excluded. They correspond
approximately to ρ < π/4 and ρ > 3π/4. These regions are excluded for all the elements.
In this particular case, all corners of the plots and sides with ρ ≈ 0, π, which correspond
to hierarchical structure of the mass matrix, are excluded. Clearly no constraint on the
structure appears for weaker bound, mupee > 0.5 eV (which is allowed by the uncertainty in
the nuclear matrix elements), or, more in general, for mupee > m1.
For small s13, the mass matrix can be written immediately in terms of mee, using
Eq.(52):
m˜ =

 m˜ee c23
√
r2 − m˜2ee s23
√
r2 − m˜2ee
. . . |c223m˜ee + s223e−2iσX | s23c23| − m˜ee + e−2iσX |
. . . . . . |s223m˜ee + c223e−2iσX |

 . (63)
Here m˜ee = xr ≤ r. This form shows how strongly the determination of m˜ee can influence
the structure of the mass matrix. The s13 corrections to (63), can weakly modify the
structure of the matrix.
Positive results of ββ0ν-decay searches will select two strips in the ρ− σ plot.
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Substantial bounds on the structure of the mass matrix can be obtained when future so-
lar neutrino experiments and KamLAND [26] experiment will stronger restrict the allowed
range for θ12 and also when future β decay measurements (KATRIN [36]) will strengthen
the bound on the absolute mass scale.
5.4 ρ− σ plots for the phases of matrix elements
The phases of matrix elements are, in general, functions of all the unknown physical pa-
rameters: φαβ = φαβ(m1, ρ, σ, δ, s13). In the limits of strong mass hierarchy or/and small
s13, the expressions are simplified and for some elements the phases are zero. Also in
certain situations the phases of some elements depend only on ρ or on σ.
The values of phases correlate (or anticorrelate) with the absolute values of the corre-
sponding elements. Strong change of phase occurs typically in the regions of parameter
space where the absolute value of the element is small. There are also correlations between
phases of different elements.
In Fig. 14 we show the ρ − σ plots for the phases of matrix elements in the case of
degenerate spectrum and the same choice of parameters as in Fig. 9. Notice that the
pattern of ρ−σ plots for phases repeats partially the pattern for the absolute values. The
phase φee depends strongly on ρ and weakly on σ. The phases φeµ and φeτ change with ρ
and (weaker) with σ. The patterns are complementary to some extent: at ρ ∼ π/2, φeµ
has minimum whereas φeτ maximum. The phases of the µτ -block depend both on σ and
(weaker) on ρ. The patterns for φµµ and φττ are rather similar. Notice that maximal (π)
values of these phases are achieved at σ ∼ π/2 and minimal (zero) values are at σ ∼ 0, π.
6 CP phases and structure of the mass matrix
Possible structures of the mass matrix can be classified in the following way:
• Hierarchical matrices, with certain dominant and sub-dominant elements.
• Matrices with flavor alignment
• Matrices with flavor disorder (flavor “anarchy”).
• Matrices with certain ordering of elements. In this case, the elements mαβ have the
same order of magnitude.
• Democratic matrices, with equal moduli of all the elements: mαβ ≈ m0 for any choice
of α, β.
We will discuss these possibilities in order.
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6.1 Hierarchical mass matrices
The regions of parameters which correspond to a hierarchical structure of the mass matrix
can be identified as “white” zones in the ρ − σ plots, where one or several elements have
small values. Notice that the “white” zones are mainly at the corners or in the center of
the plot, which corresponds to definite CP-parities or small CP-violating phases. So, the
most of hierarchical structures can be identified by considering certain CP-parities.
A systematic search of possible hierarchical structures can be performed in the following
way. In the limit s13 = 0, the elements of e-row equal:
M˜eτ = − tan θ23M˜eµ = −rs23Y = −rs23s12c12(1− ke−2iρ) . (64)
Since tan θ23 ∼ 0.7− 1.4, these elements can be either both small or both large.
Let us consider first the case when meµ and meτ do not belong to the dominant struc-
ture, i.e., M˜eµ ≈ M˜eτ ≈ 0. According to (64), this implies either r → 0 or ρ ≈ 0, π. In the
first case we arrive at the structure with dominant µτ -block:
M˜ = e−2iσ

 0 0 0. . . s223 s23c23
. . . . . . c223

+O(s13, r) , (65)
which holds for any value of the phases (see Fig.7). Weak ordering of elements is possible
in the µτ -block. In the second case, ρ = 0, π, which corresponds to the same CP-parities
of ν1 and ν2, the ratio r can be of order 1 and new structures appear. For ρ = 0, π, we get
X = Z = 1 and (see (52)):
M˜ =

 r 0 0. . . c223r + s223e−2iσ s23c23(−r + e−2iσ)
. . . . . . s223r + c
2
23e
−2iσ

+O(s13) . (66)
Such a possibility is realized near the left and right borders of the plots in Fig.8. The
determinant of the µτ -block is given by
M˜ττM˜µµ − M˜2µτ ≈ re−2iσ .
So, with increase of r, it deviates strongly from zero. In the first approximation, we get
mass matrix with 4 independent dominant elements of the same order: mee ∼ mµµ ∼
mττ ∼ mµτ .
Hierarchy of elements in the µτ -block appears for special values of the phase σ. If, e.g.,
tan θ23 ≤ 1, we can get Mµµ ≈ 0 provided that
σ =
π
2
, r = tan2 θ23 .
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The mass matrix is then reduced to
M˜ ≈

 tan2 θ23 0 0. . . 0 − tan θ23
. . . . . . −1 + tan2 θ23

 =

 r 0 0. . . 0 −√r
. . . . . . −1 + r

 . (67)
Let us underline that such a structure is present in the case of partial degeneracy only.
In the limit of complete degeneracy, r → 1, the condition Mµµ ≈ 0 requires tan θ23 = 1
and therefore the matrix converges to
m˜ =

 1 O(s13) O(s13). . . O(s213) 1
. . . . . . O(s213)

 . (68)
This type of matrix has been discussed previously, e.g. in [8]. If also δ = π/2, then Z ′ = 0
(see (A.8)) and therefore order s13 terms are zero (see (A.7) and Fig.10).
If tan θ23 ≥ 1, one can get Mττ ≈ 0. This, again, requires σ = π/2 but r = cot2 θ23
and, in lowest order in s13, the mass matrix has the form
M˜ ≈

 cot2 θ23 0 0. . . −1 + cot2 θ23 − cot θ23
. . . . . . 0

 =

 r 0 0. . . −1 + r −√r
. . . . . . 0

 . (69)
It has the same limit (68) in the case of completely degenerate spectrum.
Notice that in the limit s13 → 0, one should take into account the deviations of k from
1. This leads to appearance of terms of order ∆m2sol/2m
2
1 instead of zeros (see (41)).
According to (66), the off-diagonal elements of µτ -block are zero for r = e−2iσ, that is
for r = 1 and σ = 0, π. In this case M˜ee = M˜µµ = M˜ττ = 1 and
m˜ =

 1 O(s13) O(s13). . . 1 O(s213)
. . . . . . 1

 . (70)
So, the dominant structure reduces to the unit matrix (as it has been described, e.g., in
[8]) with small off-diagonal corrections (Fig.6a). If also δ = 0, π, the order s13 terms are
zero (see (A.7,A.8)).
Let us study possible equalities of elements of the dominant structure. The conditions
for the equality mµµ = mττ follow from Eq.(55). All the elements of µτ -block have the
same absolute value provided that 2-3 mixing is maximal and σ = π/4, 3π/4. In this case:
M˜ =

 r 0 0. . . 1
2
√
1 + r2e±φ 1
2
√
1 + r2e∓φ
. . . . . . 1
2
√
1 + r2e±φ

+O(s13) , (71)
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where φ = arctan 1/r.
For r = 1, we get:
m˜ =

 1 O(s13) O(s13). . . 1/√2 1/√2
. . . . . . 1/
√
2

 . (72)
Order s13 terms are zero if also δ = σ or σ + π.
Notice that mass matrices considered above depend on r and s23. Dependence on θ12
appears only via s13 and ∆m
2
sol/m
2
1 corrections.
Let us consider the case where Meµ and Meτ belong to the dominant structure. Ac-
cording to (64), this implies r ∼ 1 and ρ not to close to 0, π (see regions with ρ ∼ π/2
in Figs. 9-13). In this case, also the element mee can belong to the dominant structure.
Indeed, minimal value of mee is achieved at ρ = π/2, so that:
mminee
meµ
=
mminee
tan θ23meτ
=
cos 2θ12
c23 sin 2θ12
. (73)
So, all the elements of e-row have comparable values, unless 1-2 mixing is near maximal.
For θ12 ≈ π/4, the hierarchical structure mee ≪ meµ, meτ is realized (see Fig.13).
Let us consider the possibility of zeros in the µτ -block. Now the situation differs from
that of the case ρ = 0, π (see Eqs.(50,52)). Since x < 1, we have m˜µτ 6= 0 and for maximal
mixing, all elements of the µτ -block differ from zero. Still, for non maximal 2-3 mixing,
we can get m˜µµ = 0 or m˜ττ = 0. For instance, if θ23 < 45
◦, m˜µµ = 0 when σX = π/2 and
tan2 θ23 = xr. So, in the case of large e-row elements, one or two of the diagonal elements
can be zero: mee, for maximal 1-2 mixing and/or mµµ (mττ ), for special relation among
θ12, σ and θ23.
Summarizing, the mass matrix has a hierarchical structure:
(a) In the case of hierarchical mass spectrum: the e-row elements can be about 10 times
smaller than the µτ -block elements.
(b) In the case of degenerate mass spectrum: the hierarchy determined by a factor ∼ 10
or more appears in the regions near the corners of the ρ− σ plots:
ρ ≈ 0− π/8, σ ≈ 0− π/32,
for the first corner, and similar interval for the three other corners. In these cases the
matrix equals approximately to the unit matrix with small off-diagonal terms. Another
possibility is
ρ ≈ 0− π/6, σ ≈ (0.45− 0.55) π
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and similar reflected region ρ → π − ρ. In this case the mass matrix has a dominant
structure with m˜ee ≈ m˜µτ , while all other elements are small.
(c) For non-maximal 2-3 mixing: the element m˜µµ or m˜ττ can be small for σ ≈ π/2 and
for a value of ρ which depends on the deviation ξ of 2-3 mixing from maximal value. With
increase of ξ, the region of small mass approaches the center of ρ− σ plots (ρ ∼ π/2).
6.2 Flavor alignment and flavor disorder
Does matrix show any flavor ordering (alignment), that is, the correlation of the neutrino
mass terms and the charged lepton masses? To some extent, the lepton mixing matrix itself
is the measure of the flavor alignment, so that small mixing would imply strong alignment.
The observed large lepton mixing means weak ordering or absence of the flavor ordering.
The question of flavor ordering can be studied in terms of mass matrix in flavor basis. In
this connection, let us consider the possibility that masses decrease with transition from
the τ -flavor to the e-flavor, that is,
mττ & mµτ & mµµ & meτ & meµ & mee . (74)
We will call this possibility the normal flavor ordering or alignment. The ordering with
meτ . mµµ is also possible. Notice that, according to (55), mττ > mµµ provided that
θ23 < 45
◦. In contrast, one gets from (54) that meτ > meµ, if θ23 > 45
◦. So, in the
approximation s13 ≈ 0, the “flavor ordering” is impossible. However, for near maximal 2-3
mixing, the differences (mττ −mµµ) and (meτ −meµ) are so small that corrections due to
non-zero s13 become important. These corrections can produce flavor ordering, as can be
seen, e.g., in Fig.3b, for the case of strong mass hierarchy, m1 = 0, and in Fig.4e (shifting
e-row lines), for the case r ∼ 1.
There are other possibilities of the flavor ordering. Sets of parameters can be found for
which the matrix has
1) ττ -alignment (see, e.g., Fig. 3a, σ ≈ 2.6):
mττ > mµµ ≈ mµτ > meτ ≈ meµ ≈ mee ; (75)
2) e-alignment (see Fig. 2d, σ ≈ 2.4), when the masses are sensitive to Le:
mττ ≈ mµµ ≈ mµτ > meτ ≈ meµ > mee ; (76)
3) other alignments, such as (Fig. 2b, σ ≈ 0):
mττ > mµµ ≈ mµτ > meτ ≈ meµ > mee . (77)
Although in many cases mee can be the heaviest element, inverted flavor alignment
(when the mass increases with change of flavor from τ to e) seems to be impossible.
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As follows from the Figs. 4 - 6, in a number of cases (partially degenerate, degenerate
spectrum) the matrix can show flavor disorder. That is, the matrix elements can take
(relative) values between 0 and 1 without correlation with masses of the charge leptons.
6.3 Mass matrices with specific ordering of elements
For m1 &
√
∆m2atm (k ≈ 1), in large part of the phases space, all the elements of the mass
matrix are of the same order (see Figs.9-13). Values of free parameters can be chosen in
such a way that any element of the matrix can be the smallest one or the largest one.
Also one can reach equalities between some of the elements. A number of configurations is
possible, with only a few restrictions determined by relations among the elements, discussed
at the end of section 4.2. Varying r, x, σX and θ23 (see (52)), one can get equalities among
various elements of the matrix. In particular,
1) mee = meµ for
x =
c23√
1 + c223
.
2) mee = meτ for x given by a similar expression with the substitution c23 ↔ s23.
3) All elements of the e-row are equal for maximal 2-3 mixing and x = 1/
√
3.
4) One can reach equality of the diagonal elements mee = mµµ or mee = mττ and also
mee = mµµ = mττ ; see, e.g., Fig.4c.
5) The equality of elements of the second diagonal, meτ = mµµ = mτe, is possible, but
in this case other elements are not small: mττ ≈ mµµ, for example.
6) According to Fig.4d, the following equalities can be satisfied:
mee = mµµ = mττ ≈ 2meµ = 2meτ = 2mµτ
for σ ≈ 0.7.
7) For σ ≈ 1.2 (Fig.4d) we find
mee = mµτ ≈ 2mττ = 2meµ = 2meτ = 2mµµ.
However, it is not possible to get zero values of all the diagonal elements. Indeed, mee
vanishes for r = 0 or x = 0 (the latter corresponds to near maximal 1-2 mixing). However,
for x = 0, mµµ and mττ are non-zero: they belong to the dominant structure. The only
possibility would be to consider inverted hierarchy of the mass eigenvalues.
6.4 Democratic mass matrix
It is possible to have equal absolute values for all the matrix elements in the flavor basis.
To obtain such a “democratic matrix” one should satisfy five equalities among independent
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matrix elements mαβ . In general, we have nine parameters (three masses, three mixing
angles and three CP violating phases) and we should reproduce the solar as well as at-
mospheric mass squared differences and mixing angles (4 relations) as well as satisfy the
CHOOZ bound. So, in principle, the problem is non-trivial. Let us present one realization
of such a possibility.
The e-row elements should be as large as the µτ -block elements; this requires r ∼ 1 and
ρ ∼ π/2. The µτ -block elements are equal to each other only for σ ∼ π/4, 3π/4. Then, if
s13 is very small, also ξ is required to be very small, otherwise meµ differs inevitably from
meτ and the same is true for mµµ and mττ .
Taking the limit s13 = 0, k = 1 (see (52)), we find from equality of the e-row elements:
ξ = 0 , sin2 2θ12 sin
2 ρ =
2
3
. (78)
According to second equality in (78) the solar mixing angle determines the Majorana phase
ρ. Equality of the µτ -block elements leads to the condition
cos 2σc212 + cos 2(σ − ρ)s212 = 0 , (79)
which fixes the value of σ. If conditions (78) and (79) are satisfied, it turns out that, taking
r = 1, the elements of e-row and µτ -block are also equal. Moreover, m˜αβ = m˜0 = 1/
√
3.
Notice that last equality can be immediately obtained from the mass squared conservation
(section 2.2). Indeed, in the degeneracy case we have S0/m
2
3 ≡
∑
i m˜
2
i = 3. For the
democratic matrix the sum of all elements equals
∑
α,β m˜
2
αβ = 9m˜
2
0. According to the mass
conservation, we have 9m˜20 = S0/m
2
3 = 3, or m˜
2
0 = 1/3.
6.5 Bi-maximal mixing and its variations
The Fig.13 corresponds to bi-maximal mixing (θ12 = θ23 = 45
◦). Notice that, in contrast
with pure bi-maximal mixing, θ13 is non-zero here. The limit θ13 → 0 leads to disappear-
ance of dependence of the e-row elements on σ and to equality of the patterns for mµµ and
mττ .
According to Fig.13, large variety of mass matrix structures can lead to bi-maximal
mixing. In particular, for ρ = 0, π and σ = 0, π (corners of the plot), we get the nearly
diagonal matrix (70). For ρ = 0, π and σ = π/2, the mass matrix has the form (68). For
ρ = π/2, it follows x = 0. In this case, neglecting O(s13) terms, for any value of σ we get
the matrix
m˜ ≈ 1
2

 0
√
2
√
2√
2 1 1√
2 1 1

 , (80)
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discussed in the literature [8].
Apart from that, many other structures allowed, e.g. matrices with nearly equal ele-
ments, etc., can lead to bi-maximal mixing.
Notice that recent data on solar neutrinos strongly disfavor maximal 1-2 mixing [25].
Still mass matrix with bi-maximal mixing can be realized in the symmetry basis. In this
case the observable non-maximal 1-2 mixing is the result of rotation of the charge lepton
mixing matrix.
6.6 Parameterization of M
Let us consider the possibility to parameterize the mass matrix by powers of a unique
expansion parameter λ≪ 1:
m˜αβ = cαβλ
nαβ , (81)
where cαβ are numbers of order 1. In the flavor symmetry context, the exponents nαβ are
related to the flavor charges of the corresponding mass terms. If nαβ = nα+nβ, where nα,
nβ (α, β = e, µ, τ) are numbers associated with corresponding flavor states, factorization
occurs:
m˜αβ = cαβλ
nαλnβ . (82)
In this case the smallness of various mass terms is correlated: nµµ = 2nµτ − nττ , 2neµ =
nee + nµµ, etc.
Let us first consider the case of spectrum with mass hierarchy. As one can see in
Eq.(18), for maximal 2-3 mixing and σ ≈ π/4, 3π/4, all elements of the dominant µτ -block
can be equal to each other. Then, the elements of the e-row should be suppressed by
powers of λ:
m˜eβ ∝ λnβ , β = e, µ, τ . (83)
As follows from our analysis, we can have all the e-row elements to be equal among them-
selves, simultaneously with equality of µτ -block elements:
m ∝

 λ λ λλ 1 1
λ 1 1

 , (84)
where (see (30))
λ ≈
√
2(s213 + r
2c212s
2
12) .
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For not too small s13 further structuring is possible, when mee ∝ λ2:
m ∝

 λ2 λ λλ 1 1
λ 1 1

 . (85)
Such a situation is realized, e.g., in Fig.2d (with certain shift of the e-row lines due to δ). In
this case λ ≈ s13. The matrix (85) satisfies the factorization condition. Other structuring
of the e−row elements is also possible, like (λ2, λ2, λ) or (λ2, λ, λ2) with λ ≈ 0.3 (see Fig.3).
Mild hierarchy of elements of the µτ−block is realized for non-maximal 2-3 mixing
or/and non-trivial CP phases. According to Fig. 3a, 3b, we may have mττ ≈ mµτ >
mµµ ≈ meτ > meµ ≈ mee which corresponds to parameterization:
m ∝

 λ2 λ2 λλ2 λ 1
λ 1 1

 , (86)
with λ ≈ 0.3. Also mττ can be the smallest element of the µτ−block, instead of mµµ.
In the case of partial or complete degeneracy, new dominant structures appear and
therefore new types of expansion is possible. According to Fig.6e and (71), the mass
matrix can have the following form:
m ∝

 1 λ λλ 1 1
λ 1 1

 , (87)
with
λ ≈ s13
r
√
2
.
Two other possibilities are (see Figs. 5f, 6f):
m ∝

 1 λ λλ λ 1
λ 1 λ

 , m ∝

 1 λ λλ λ2 1
λ 1 λ2

 , (88)
with λ ≈ s13/
√
2, which should be taken of order 0.1 for the left matrix and 0.2 for the
right matrix.
Notice that value of λ which appears in the matrices (84)-(88) and, therefore, consistent
with present data, can not be too small. We find
λ & 0.1− 0.2 . (89)
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Values ∼ 0.3−0.4 are also allowed. The value of the parameter (89) can be equal to sin θc,
where θc is the Cabibbo angle, used as an expansion parameter for quark mass matrices.
In the flavor basis the structure of the charge lepton mass matrix is characterized by the
two ratios: mµ/mτ = 0.059 and me/mµ = 0.0049. These ratios can also be reproduced as
powers of λ:
me : mµ : mτ ≈ λ6 : λ2 : 1 ,
with λ ≈ 0.24.
In a large part of the parameter space, the elements of the mass matrix have the same
order of magnitude, so that the ratio of matrix elements is close to 1. In this case we can
introduce the ordering parameter λord ∼ O(1). Typical value of λord can be determined,
e.g., by the possible spread of µτ -block elements, due to deviation of the 2-3 mixing from
maximal value:
λord ≈ tan θ23 ≈ 0.7 .
Another possible choice for λord, in the partial degeneracy case, could be r. We find the
following structures in Figs.2,3 (omitting the subscript ‘ord’):
m ∝

 λ4 λ3 λ2λ3 λ2 λ
λ2 λ 1

 , m ∝

 λ6 λ4 λ3λ4 λ2 λ
λ3 λ 1

 . (90)
These structures require rather large θ13 to enhance the values of the e-row elements.
In the case of partial or complete degeneracy, situation appears where all elements are
of the same order with small spread, see, e.g., Fig.4f at σ ≈ 0.7. In this connection one
can consider the mass matrix as small deviation from the democratic one:
M ∝MD +∆M ,
where |MDαβ| = 1, ∆M ∼ O(λ) and λ is a small parameter. Here λ can be taken of order
s13 or ξ or 1−r (deviation from degeneracy). An interesting possibility could be to take for
λ the deviation of ρ or σ from the values 0, π/2, which correspond to definite CP parities.
6.7 Remarks on the Symmetry basis
As we have outlined in the introduction, to get further theoretical inference, one needs
to find the matrix in the symmetry basis and at the symmetry scale. In general, the
symmetry basis differs from the flavor basis and the mass matrix of charged leptons, Ml,
is non-diagonal there. The neutrino mass matrix in the symmetry basis, Mν , is related to
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that in flavor basis as Mν = U
T
l MUl, where Ul is the mixing matrix which diagonalizes
Ml.
The matrix Ul is unknown and some additional assumptions are needed to fix its struc-
ture. Clearly this introduces a further ambiguity in the analysis. Here we mention two
possibilities (two assumptions) which allow one to immediately relate the matrices in fla-
vor basis and symmetry basis. (The extensive discussion of this issue will be given else-
where [37]).
1) It may happen that due to strong hierarchy of the masses of the charged leptons,
the charged lepton mixing is rather small and Ul ≈ I. In this case, the structures of the
mass matrix M , discussed in this paper, are not modified significantly under transition to
the symmetry basis.
2) Being related to the ratio of masses of the µ and τ lepton, the 2-3 angle, θl23 ∼√
mµ/mτ , can be the only large angle in Ul (1-2 and 1-3 mixing angles are very small,
if they are connected with the tiny electron mass). In this case, effect of charged lepton
mixing on the neutrino mass matrix is reduced to change of the neutrino 2-3 angle in the
flavor basis:
θ23 = θ
sym
23 − θl23 .
Taking into account this shift of the angle, one can use neutrino mass matrices obtained in
this paper as mass matrices in the symmetry basis. This shift can justify large deviations
of the neutrino 2-3 mixing from maximal value.
However, there are many models in which charged lepton mass matrix is strongly off-
diagonal in symmetry basis; see, e.g., [11][12][38].
Structures of the mass matrix M will not be modified substantially due to running to
high scales. It was found [39] that renormalization of Mαβ is smaller than 10
−4 for the
Standard Model and about few percents for MSSM.
7 Discussion and conclusions
The motivation of our study is to understand how far one can go in construction of the
theory of neutrino mass using the bottom-up approach, that is, starting from experimental
results. Neutrino mass matrix in flavor basis unifies information contained in masses
and mixing angles measured in experiment and therefore can give deeper insight into the
underlying physics.
We have elaborated a method which allows one to study dependences of the individual
matrix elements and of the structure of the mass matrix as whole on the unknown yet
parameters. In particular, we have performed a systematic and comprehensive study of
dependences of the neutrino mass matrix elements on the CP violating phases.
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We have introduced the ρ−σ plots which show contours of constant mass in the plane
of the Majorana phases ρ and σ. We used the ρ−σ plots to analyze the possible structures
of the mass matrix. Each point in the ρ−σ plot represents a certain neutrino mass matrix,
so the ρ− σ plots allow one to scan all possible matrix structures.
The ρ− σ plots allow to study in rather transparent and straightforward way:
- influence of the phases on magnitudes of individual matrix elements. In particular,
one can find ranges in which elements can change and their extremal values (minimal and
maximal).
- correlations between values of different matrix elements. Taking a given element in
some range one can see immediately intervals in which other elements can change.
- correlations between the structure of the neutrino mass matrix and the charged lepton
masses.
- consequences of experimental measurements of oscillation parameters and mee on the
structure of the mass matrix.
Our results can be summarized in the following way.
1) The structure of the mass matrix changes significantly with m1.
For strongly hierarchical mass spectrum (m1 ≈ 0) and small s13, the mass matrix has
a structure with the dominant µτ -block and small e-row elements. The ratio of masses of
these two groups can be as small as 0.1.
The dominant structure becomes less profound for large ∆m2sol, large s13 and significant
deviation from maximal 2-3 mixing. For ∆m2sol > 2 ·10−4 eV2, a separation of the elements
in the dominant µτ -block and sub-dominant e-row has no sense and one can consider certain
non-hierarchical ordering of the elements. In particular, a configuration with nearly equal
split among masses is possible.
For partially degenerate spectrum, the gap between the µτ -block elements and e-row
elements disappears and all elements can be of the same order. Various equalities between
the elements and orderings can be realized depending on the CP violating phases.
In the case of degenerate mass spectrum, the mass matrix can have a hierarchical
structure with some elements (in particular, from the µτ -block) being much smaller than
other elements. The hierarchical structures appear for specific ranges of phases.
In the case of complete degeneracy, the structure of the mass matrix is insensitive to the
ordering of mass eigenvalues. Therefore, our conclusions are valid also for inverted ordering.
2) The Majorana phases ρ and σ and the Dirac phase δ have different impact on the
structure of mass matrix. This impact depends on values of oscillation parameters and
m1.
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(a) The Dirac phase δ is associated with the small parameter s13. The influence of this
phase on the µτ -block elements is relatively weak for any type of spectrum (hierarchical
or degenerate): it is suppressed by factor s13. In contrast, the elements of e-row can
be substantially influenced by δ, especially in the case of hierarchical spectrum. In the
first approximation δ enters m˜eµ and m˜eτ in the combination (δ − 2σ) and m˜ee – in the
combination (2δ − 2σ). So, the effect of δ is reduced to the appropriate shifts of phase σ
for m˜ee, m˜eµ and m˜eτ . In the ρ − σ plot, for fixed pattern of the µτ -block elements, the
phase δ produces a shift of the patterns for m˜eµ and m˜eτ , along the axis σ.
Improvements of the upper bound on s13 in future experiments will further suppress
the influence of the Dirac phase on the structure of the mass matrix.
(b) The phase ρ is associated with the mass eigenvalue m1. So, it has very small effect
on the mass matrix in the case of hierarchical spectrum. The role of ρ increases with
m1. The influence of this phase increases with the solar mixing angle. Therefore future
measurements of θ12 in KamLAND and solar neutrino experiments will allow one to further
restrict the effect of ρ on the structure of the mass matrix.
For the best fit value of θ12, dependence of the µτ -block elements on ρ is not very strong.
However, existence of hierarchical structure (zeros) in this block is related to specific values
of ρ. There is a strong dependence of the e-row elements on ρ. Typically m˜eµ and m˜eτ
have minima at ρ ≈ 0, π and they are maximal at ρ ≈ π/2. The ee-element depends
on ρ most strongly. There is a chance to measure/restrict ρ in the ββ0ν-decay searches,
provided that the absolute mass scale will be determined (further restricted) in the direct
kinematic measurements.
(c) The phase σ is associated with the heaviest mass eigenstate and, consequently, the
σ-dependence is strong for all the elements but m˜ee. Variations of the ee-element with σ
are suppressed by a factor s213.
The phase σ enters the e-row elements, m˜eµ and m˜eτ with a factor s13. In spite of this,
in the case of hierarchical spectrum variations of m˜eµ and m˜eτ with σ can be strong. With
increase of r, the relative amplitude of variations of these elements with σ decreases. In
contrast, the dependence of µτ -block elements on σ becomes stronger with increase of r. It
can be enhanced, in addition, if the 2-3 mixing is non-maximal. In the case of degenerate
spectrum, variations of the µτ -block elements with σ can be maximal, so that, at certain
values of phases, a given element can be zero or the largest one.
There are correlations among the dependences of the matrix elements on phases. In gen-
eral, patterns of m˜µµ and m˜ττ are complementary to the pattern of m˜µτ . The patterns for
m˜eµ and m˜eτ are shifted by ∆σ = π/2, etc..
3) Using the dependences of the matrix elements on the unknown parameters we have
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studied possible structures of mass matrices.
The matrix may have hierarchical form with various dominant structures and small or
zero elements. The dominant structures can be identified considering the limit s13 → 0.
The terms of order s13 give small corrections to the dominant elements. In contrast, the
s13-order terms can be important or even give main contribution to the sub-dominant
elements of the mass matrix. The phase δ does not determine the dominant structure.
In the case of hierarchical mass spectrum the dominant structure is formed by the µτ -
block (see Eq.(65)). The e-row elements can be about 10 times smaller than the µτ -block
elements. Properties of this block depend on the 2-3 mixing and on the phase σ.
In the case of degenerate mass spectrum the hierarchy determined by a factor ∼ 10 or
more appears mainly in the left and right-hand sides of the ρ− σ plots.
One arrives at two rather stable structures:
(i) the matrix which equals approximately the unit matrix with small off-diagonal
terms;
(ii) the matrix which has a dominant structure with m˜ee ≈ m˜µτ , while all other elements
are small.
Apart from these known hierarchical matrices we have found several new structures
with non-trivial values of CP violating phases. In particular, for non-maximal 2-3 mixing:
the element m˜µµ or m˜ττ can be small for σ ≈ π/2 and for a value of ρ which depends on ξ.
With increase of ξ, the region of small mass approaches the center of ρ−σ plots (ρ ∼ π/2).
Typically, CP violating phases which differ substantially from from 0 , π/2 or π lead
to non-hierarchical matrices.
We have found that the matrix may have certain flavor ordering (alignment), when
masses increase with change of the flavor from e to τ . At the same time we find that the
data can be reproduced by matrices with flavor disorder, when no correlation between the
size of the mass terms and the flavor is observed. The democratic mass matrix is also
possible.
4) Typical separations among the elements in the hierarchical structures of the neutrino
mass matrix are characterized by a factor 0.2 - 0.3. We have found that it is possible to
parameterize the matrix by powers of a single parameter λ (whose origin can be in the
breaking of some flavor symmetry at high energy). The value λ ≈ 0.2 − 0.3 is consistent
with the Cabibbo angle and also it can be related to the ratios of charge lepton masses.
If 2-3 mixing is not maximal, one can introduce an ordering parameter λord ∼ tan θ23 ∼
0.6 − 0.7. We find that the whole matrix can be parametrized in terms of powers of this
ordering parameter.
5) The following results from forthcoming experiments will have crucial impact on the
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structure of the neutrino mass matrix:
- improvement of bound on (or determination of) the deviation ξ from maximal 2-3
mixing;
- precise determination of the solar oscillation parameters, ∆m2sol and θ12;
- improvement of bound on (or determination of) s13;
- improvement of bound on (or determination of) mee;
- direct kinematic measurements of the neutrino mass.
Is it possible to determine uniquely the mass matrix, at least in principle? The answer
depends on future experimental results. Let us take the most optimistic situation: suppose
that the neutrinoless 2β decay is discovered withmee > 0.1 eV and the direct measurements
of neutrino mass give m > 0.5 eV with high precision. Let us assume also that mixing
angles are measured with high accuracy. In this case, the spectrum is strongly degenerate
and one can use neutrinoless 2β decay data to determine the CP violating phases. The
problem is that mee depends both on ρ and on σ, and moreover, the dependence on σ is
very weak being suppressed by s213. This means that ρ can be measured with rather good
accuracy, whereas no bound on σ can be obtained: small variations of ρ can imitate effect
of σ in the whole possible range. The only exception is if the measured mee is at maximal
(or minimal) possible value predicted for a given (measured) absolute scale of the mass.
That would correspond to certain CP-parity of ν1 and δ− σ = 0 or π/2. Then, measuring
δ (in neutrino oscillation experiments) one can get σ. Clearly even this program looks very
challenging. Other experimental situations are even more difficult.
The determination of σ looks practically impossible, unless methods of direct measure-
ment or independent reconstruction of at least one another matrix element (apart from
mee) will be found,
The ρ− σ plots give an idea of uncertainty in the structure of the mass matrix if σ is
unknown. If 2β decay searches give a positive result and direct measurements improve the
bound on (or measure) m1, we will be able to select a narrow vertical strip in the ρ − σ
diagram. This will also restrict other elements, but significant uncertainty will be left due
to their dependence on the phase σ. In particular, as follows from the figures in the case
of degenerate spectrum, the structure of the µτ -block will be largely unfixed.
The hope is that even partial reconstruction of the mass matrix may give important
hint in favor of certain underlying theory.
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Appendix: Analytic expressions for matrix elements
For convenience of the reader we present here explicit expressions for the neutrino mass
matrix elements in flavor basis, Mαβ (α, β = e, µ, τ), as functions of the mass eigenvalues
mi , of the mixing angles θij and of the CP violating phases δ, ρ, σ (see (4)).
Denoting cij ≡ cos θij and sij ≡ sin θij , we get the following expressions for the matrix
elements, as sums of three terms corresponding to the three mass eigenstates:
Mee = c
2
13 c
2
12m1 e
−2iρ +
c213 s
2
12m2 +
s213m3 e
2i(δ−σ) ;
(A.1)
Meµ = c13 c12
(−c23 s12 − s23 c12 s13 e−iδ) m1 e−2iρ +
c13 s12
(
c23 c12 − s23 s12 s13 e−iδ
)
m2 +
c13 s23 s13m3 e
i(δ−2σ) ;
(A.2)
Meτ = c13 c12
(
s23 s12 − c23 c12 s13 e−iδ
)
m1 e
−2iρ +
c13 s12
(−s23 c12 − c23 s12 s13 e−iδ) m2 +
c13 c23 s13m3 e
i(δ−2σ) ;
(A.3)
Mµµ =
(−c23 s12 − s23 c12 s13 e−iδ)2 m1 e−2iρ +(
c23 c12 − s23 s12 s13 e−iδ
)2
m2 +
c213 s
2
23m3 e
−2iσ ;
(A.4)
Mµτ =
(
s23 s12 − c23 c12 s13 e−iδ
) (−c23 s12 − s23 c12 s13 e−iδ) m1 e−2iρ +(−s23 c12 − c23 s12 s13 e−iδ) (c23 c12 − s23 s12 s13 e−iδ) m2 +
c213 c23 s23m3 e
−2iσ ;
(A.5)
Mττ =
(
s23 s12 − c23 c12 s13 e−iδ
)2
m1 e
−2iρ +(−s23 c12 − c23 s12 s13 e−iδ)2 m2 +
c213 c
2
23m3 e
−2iσ .
(A.6)
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It is convenient to use also a representation of the matrix elements as series in powers
of s13. Using the equations (A.1)-(A.6) and the definitions (32), we get:
M˜ee = rZ + s
2
13Z
′ ,
M˜eµ = c13(c23rY + s13s23e
−iδZ ′) ,
M˜eτ = c13(−s23rY + s13c23e−iδZ ′) ,
M˜µµ = c
2
23Xr + s
2
23e
−2iσ − sin 2θ23s13re−iδY − s223s213e−2iδZ ′ ,
M˜ττ = s
2
23Xr + c
2
23e
−2iσ + sin 2θ23s13re
−iδY − c223s213e−2iδZ ′ ,
M˜µτ = s23c23(−rX + e−2iσ)− cos 2θ23s13re−iδY − s23c23s213e−2iδZ ′ ,
(A.7)
where
Z ′ ≡ e2i(δ−σ) − rZ . (A.8)
We will use also another form for the matrix elements, which is obtained neglecting
terms of the order s213. For the µτ -block, we get:
m˜µµ ≈ |s223e−2iσ + rc223(c212 − ǫµµ) + krc223(s212 + ǫµµ)e−2iρ| ,
m˜ττ ≈ |c223e−2iσ + rs223(c212 + ǫττ ) + krs223(s212 − ǫττ )e−2iρ| ,
m˜µτ ≈ s23c23 |−e−2iσ + r(c212 + ǫµτ ) + kr(s212 − ǫµτ )e−2iρ| ,
(A.9)
where
ǫαβ(δ) = sin 2θ12s13e
−iδ ×


tan θ23, ǫµµ
cot θ23, ǫττ
cot 2θ23, ǫµτ
. (A.10)
Notice that the three different terms in the Eqs.(A.9) are contributions of the three masses
m3, m2 and m1. For the elements of the e-row we get, up to an overall factor c13:
m˜eµ ≈
∣∣rc12s12c23 [1− ǫeµ − ke−2iρ(1 + ǫ′eµ)]+ s13s23ei(δ−2σ)∣∣ ,
m˜eτ ≈
∣∣rc12s12s23 [1 + ǫeτ − ke−2iρ(1− ǫ′eτ )]− s13c23ei(δ−2σ)∣∣ , (A.11)
where
(ǫeµ, ǫ
′
eµ) = s13e
−iδ tan θ23 × (tan θ12, cot θ12) ,
(ǫeτ , ǫ
′
eτ ) = s13e
−iδ cot θ23 × (tan θ12, cot θ12) . (A.12)
The ee-element can be written as
m˜ee =
∣∣c213(c212ke−2iρ + s212)r + s213e2i(δ−σ)∣∣ . (A.13)
It does not depend on the angle θ23.
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Figure 1: Phase diagrams. Shown is a graphic representation of the mass matrix elements mαβ
in the complex plane. Thick lines represent the contributions of the three leading terms in
expressions (A.9,A.11,A.13). The diagram for mττ is obtained from the mµµ diagram with the
substitution s23 ↔ c23. The length of the dash-dotted line gives the value of the matrix element.
The diagrams correspond to the spectrum with partial degeneracy (k ≈ 1, r . 1).
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Figure 2: Dependence of the absolute value of neutrino mass matrix elements (in units√
∆m2atm = 0.05 eV) on σ, for different values of θ23 and θ13. We take tan
2 θ12 = 0.36, δ = pi/3,
m2 = 0.14 m3, m1 = 0.
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Figure 3: The same as in Fig.2, but for m2 = 0.3 m3.
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Figure 4: Dependence of the absolute value of mass matrix elements (in units
√
∆m2atm) on
σ, for partially degenerate spectrum (panels a,c,e) and completely degenerate spectrum (panels
b,d,f). We show dependences for different values of the phase ρ. We take ∆m2sol = 5 · 10−5eV2,
∆m2atm = 2.5 · 10−3eV2 and tan2 θ12 = 0.36, tan θ23 = 0.93, s13 = 0.1, δ = 0.
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Figure 5: Dependence of the absolute value of mass matrix elements (in units
√
∆m2atm) on
ρ, for partially degenerate spectrum (panels a,c,e) and completely degenerate spectrum (panels
b,d,f). We show dependences for different values of the phase σ. We take ∆m2sol = 5 · 10−5eV2,
∆m2atm = 2.5 · 10−3eV2 and tan2 θ12 = 0.36, tan θ23 = 0.93, s13 = 0.1, δ = 0.
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Figure 6: Dependence of the absolute value of neutrino mass matrix elements (in units
√
∆m2atm)
on m1. We show dependences for different values of the phases ρ and σ. We take ∆m
2
sol =
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Figure 7: The ρ−σ plots for non-degenerate spectrum, with m1 = 0.005 eV. Shown are contours
of constant mass (iso-mass) m = (0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9)mmax, where mmax = 0.03 eV is the maximal
value that the matrix elements can have, so that the white regions correspond to the mass
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Figure 8: The ρ − σ plots for partially degenerate spectrum, with m1 = 0.03 eV. Shown are
contours of constant mass (iso-mass) m = (0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9)mmax, where mmax = 0.045 eV, so
that the white regions correspond to the mass interval (0 − 0.0045) eV and the darkest ones to
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Figure 9: The ρ − σ plots for completely degenerate spectrum, with m1 = 0.5 eV. Shown are
contours of constant mass (iso-mass) m = (0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9)mmax, where mmax = 0.5 eV, so
that the white regions correspond to the mass interval (0 − 0.05) eV and the darkest ones to
(0.45 − 0.5) eV. We take ∆m2sol = 5 · 10−5eV2, ∆m2atm = 2.5 · 10−3eV2 and tan2 θ12 = 0.36,
tan θ23 = 1, s13 = 0.1, δ = 0.
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Figure 10: The same as in Fig.9, but for non-zero Dirac phase: δ = pi/2.
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Figure 11: The same as in Fig.9, but for very small 1-3 mixing: θ13 = 2
◦.
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Figure 12: The same as in Fig.9, but for non-maximal 2-3 mixing: θ23 = 35
◦.
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Figure 13: The same as in Fig.9, but for maximal 1-2 mixing: θ12 = 45
◦.
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Figure 14: The ρ − σ plots of the phases of mass matrix elements in the case of degenerate
spectrum. We use the same set of parameters as in Fig.9. Shown are the contours of constant
phase (iso-phase) φα,β = −pi + npi/8 for n = 0, ..., 7 (dashed contours) and for n = 8, ..., 15
(continuous contours).
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